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A new electromigration method for the separation of isotopes is described. This method 

ba ed on the pririciple of setting up a flow of electrol yte tlu'ough a packed column in a 

direction counttlJ"current to the flow of the i otopic ions being separated and at a rate inter

mediate between the velocities of these ions. Under these conditions, the faster moving ions 

will make headway against t he electrolyte stream, while t he slower moving ions will be carried 

back. The separation coefficient .-1 in the case, for ' example, of cations, is given as equal 

to FVoCln S/1000 l +t, where F is the Far'aday constant, Vo i cathode volume in cubic centi

meters , C is normality of the electrol yte , S is separation factor , 1+ is positive ion current, and 

t is time in seconds. Free sFace and temperature distribution in the packing, balance 

bet\\'een ion transport and stream counter flow, and other factors which determine column 

efficiency are described. In a series of experiments for the concentration of 30K in the cath

ode compartment of the electromigration celi, t he abundance ratio N = 30K/4IK was increased 

from its normal value of 14.2 to a maximum of 24 in about 500 hours of operation and a maxi

mum separation coefficient of 0.385 X 10- 3 was obtained. Attempts to concentrate .IK in 

the anode compartment resu lted in a lowering of the isotope abundance ratio to a minimum 

of 9.1. A stud y of t he distribution of 30K in the r;acking in experiments carried out for the 

concentration of 30K in the cathode compartment, showed that the abundance ratio decreases 

rapid ly from the cathode to anode direction. A desclipt,ion is given of the mass spectrometer 

used in measming t he abundance ratio 30K/IlK, also, of the automatic control used in regulat

ing the counter flow in some of the electromigration cells. 

1. Discussion of Method for Concentration 
of Potassium Isotopes 

By A. Keith Brewer and Samuel L. Madorsky 

1. Introduction 

The separation of isotopes by ion transport in 
solution was first suggested in 1921 by Lindemann 
[1] . * A mechanism was proposed based on an 
intrinsic difference in the velocities of the isotopic • 
ions. It was postulated that an ion of mass m 
retains a fraction m j(M+m) of its momentum 

after collision with a solvent molecule of mass lYE. 
Lindemann suggested that the electrolysis should 
be carried out in a medium such as agar-agar to 
eut down diffusion. Mulliken and Harkins [2], 
in commenting on Lindemann's proposal, ex
pressed the opinion that the sligh t differences in 
ionic mobility to be expected \\~ould be masked 
by diffusion and convection. 

"Figurcs in brackcts indicate the literatUl'e rr.ferences at the end of this 
paper. 

The first experimental test of the meLhod was 
made by Kendall and Crittenden [3] on chlorine 
and lithium isotopes. Later Kendall [4] trans
ported chlorine ions through 100 feet of agar-agar 
filled tubes, using the moving boundary method ; 
an atomic-weight determination fail ed to show any 

I This paper will bo included in volume 6, divisIon nI, of the Manhattan Project Tecbnical Serio'. 
'At present with the U. S. Navy Department. 
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isotope shift. Pilley [5], using the same technic, 
failed to detect an isotope shift for chlorine and 
magnesium. A further attempt by the same 
method led J ette [6] to conclude tbat "any differ
ence in the mobilities of isotopic ions is exceedingly 
improbable. " 

A countercurrent reflux mechanism has recently 
been developed at the Bureau [7] which unques
tionably establishes a difference in the forward 
transport velocities of isotopic ions of potassium. 
The basic principle of this method rests on an 
imposed flow of electrolyte through a packed 
column or capillary in the cathod e to anode 
direction at a rate just sufficient to reduce the 
net forward transport of K+ ions to zero. Under 
these conditions, the faster moving 39K+ ions ·will 
make headway against the elec trolyte stream, 
wbereas the slower moving 41K + ions are carried 
back . This results in a concentration of 39K 
being bt:ilt up in the cathode compartment. 

The concentrations that can be built up by this 
method are limited only by the number of theo
retical pla.tes that can be realized in the packing. 
The conditions that must be observed in order to 
obtain a short height of theoretical unit are essen
tially the same as in any conventional reflux 
column. A mathematical analysis of the mecha
nism is presented in RP1766 [lOl. 

The experimental setup used in the separation 
of 39K and 41K is indicated by the following 
elementary arrangement. Consider a tube bent 
upward at th e ends and filled with sand in the 
horizontal section. Let one arm serve as the 
cathode compartment and the other as the anod e. 
The anode compartment is provided with a spill
way to maintain a constant level in the system . 
W11en the tube is filled with a potassium sulfate 
solution and the current turned on, K + ions move 
toward the cathod e and SO- 4- ions toward the 
anode. Conditions for total reflux are established 
by adding sulfuric acid to the cathode compart
ment at such a rate and concentr~ation that the pH 
and concentration of tIle cathode solution remain 
unchanged . At the same time a solution of 
potassium hydroxid e is added to the anod e com
partmen t at an equivalent rate. The result is a 
flow of electrolyte from the cathod e to the anode, 
and from an overflow at a rate just suffi cien t to 
prevent a net forward transport of K + ions. The 
velocity of the electrolyte stream , in consequence, 
is eqLial to that of the average K+ ion , and the 
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current carried by the K + ions is redu ced to zero. 
As 39K + has a slightly greater ]\lobility than 4I K +, 
it will make headway against the electrolyte 
stream, whereas 41K + is washed back. 

As the anode compartment is constantly being 
supplied with KOH, the 39K concentration will 
remain at its normal value. As a result, this 
compartment serves as a constant-supply r eservoir. 

The point balance between ion migration and 
stream flow is confined to the uniform porous 
packing separating the cathode and anode com
partments. 

2. Sepa.ration Coefficient 

The countercurren t reflux mechanism just out
lined is dependent only on a difference in mobili ty 
for the isotopic ions. The basis for this difference 
in mobility is no t per tinent. Nevertheless, it is 
interesting to specul ate on the phenomena in
volved, which can give rise to a difference in for
ward transport. Several possibilit ies exis t. 

The forward motion of an ion in an electric 
field can best be considered as an unidirectional 
drift superimposed upon the random mo tion du e 
to kinetic agitation; the ion receives a forward 
acceleration during the interval between collisions. 
The mean time between colli sons is given by 
l/Vlh, where l is the mean free path and Vlh is the 
average thermal velocity. The velocity due to the 
electric field is equal to the force times the t ime 
between collisions di vided by the mass, m, i. e., 
v= Eel/ (vlhm ). Thus the average forward drift 
velocity is va= Eel/2mva. . The mobility of the 
ior, p= va/E , is then 

el el 
J1- = 2mv III = 2 (3mkT) 1/2 ' 

(1) 

since Vlh= .J3kT/m. 

On the basis of the above analysis , the electric 
field can be considered as imposing a drift velocity 
on the velocity of the thermal agitation, which is 
inversely proportional to the square root of tIlE' 
ion masses. 

1\." further possible cause for a difference in iso
topic ion mobility is a probable difference in t he 
hydration of the ions. As HK has been shown to 
be held more tenaciously in a zeolite structure 
than is 39K [8 , 91, a difference in attachmert to 
water molecules is to be expected. 

A differen ce in forward transport of the i.sotopes 
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may also exist if there is all isotope effect beLwecn 
ions and undissociated molecules . Thc isotope 
shift between carbonatc ion and carbon dioxide 
is an example. This mechani sm, however , may 
not apply to potassium salts, which arc highly 
ionized. 

The COLlnterCUlTert ion-transpOl t mcchanism, 
although having much in common with COlwen
tional reflux columns used in adiabatic distillation, 
is different in that no single-stage or single-plate 
process exists. In consequence, it is impossible 
to dcfinc the height elemental theoretical plate for 
the column in an exact sense; for this r eason it is 
prefcr ablc to usc the term "height theoretical 
unit " to define the segment length of column re
quired to produce a change in concentration, <, 
where e is the separation coefficient, defined as 
the ratio of the mobilities of the two isotopic ions. 
Assuming eq 1 to be correct, E can be expressed 
according to eq 2 as the inverse ratio of the square 
root of the isotope-ion masses. The hydration 
of K + ions is not known with cer tainty, but 
K +.7H20 is a reasonablc valu e. The theoreti cal 
separation coefficient, therefore , has been given 
t he arbitrary value of 

(2) 

3 . The Transport 

The rate of tr ansport of 39K + and 41K+ ions 
across the tu be is 

AO(Jl l~-V) 

AO{lln~-V} 

(3) 

(4) 

W·here A is the free cross-sectional area of the 
packing, Oz and Cn are the concentrations on the 
light and heavy ions in moles per cubic centi
meter , II I and 11 k are the mobilities of the ions in 
centimeters second- l volt-I, P is .the potential 
difference across the packing in volts; l is the 
length of the packing; v is the veloci ty of the 
liquid ill centimeters per second. 

As the velocity of the liquid, v, is adj usted so 
that the net transport of K+ iOI'S is zero, the sum 
of the transports of 39K and 41K arc zero, hence 

(5) 

Concentration of 39K and 41K 

The transports of light and heavy iOllS ob tained 
by substituting eq 5 in eq 3 and 4 are 

± A"?.OZO/:l - Il,. . 
I Ol+ O,. 

The initial change in concen tration of t he ligh t 
and heavy isotopes at the cathode IS alven by 

dOL [I:. dO,,] = A P 0/0/1- 11:11, 
dt I dt V el 0/+ 0,. 

so that 
d Ol AP 
dtlnO" = V el (Il l- Ph) , (6) 

where V e is the cathode volume, and t is time in 
seconds. 

Equation 6 can be rewritten 

(7) 

where 11 is the mobility of the average Ie ion, e 
I is the separation eoefficient, and S is the separation 

faetor. 
The separation factor , Fl, is defin ed as the ratio 

of the concentration of light to beavy isotopes at 
the catbocb at time t divided by the normal ratio 
at t ime zero . Thus 

(8) 

where R = OdO", C and a refer to t]lO cathode 
and anode, and n is the number of theoretieal 
plates. 

It is often more convenient to calcaluate e in 
terms of the current rather than t he voltage. In 
this case, the molar isotope tl'ftnSPOl't can be 
considered as equal to the gain in concentration 
of the faster isotope in the cathode compartment. 
This can be expressed initially in terms of moles 
39K by the simple equation 

I +t (e- l ) 
F 

V e Oln S 
-- 1,000 ' 

or more exactly by the equation 

V eC R t-Ro 
1,000 X (R t+ 1) (Ro+ 1)' 

(9) 

(10) 

where 1+ is the positive ion curren t in amperes 
before superimposing th e counterflow: t is t he 
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time in seconds; NIN2 are the mole fractions of 
39K and 41 K , V c is the cathode volume in cubic 
centimeters, C is the normality of the electrolyte, 
and F. is the Faraday constant (96,500 coulomb/ 
mole), R t and Ro are N J/N z at times t and 0, re
spectively. 

N either the voltage nor the current equation 
can be considered to hold precisely except at 
initial stages of the experiment as both neglect 
the concentration built up in the packing. Like
wise, both equations neglect back diffusion and 
remixing processes, which set in as soon as a con
centration gradient is established. Both ex
pressions anticipate that the process will continue 
until the gradient reaches the point where the 
forward transport is balanced by back diffusion. 

4 . Free Space and Packing Temperature 

The reduction of remixing and back diffusion to 
a point below the forward transport necessit.ates 
that the ion-electrolyte reflux balance be estab
lished in a porou~ packing capillary, or thin sheet . 
In order to apply eq 7 to a packed column, it is 
necessary to know the free cross-sectional area, A, 
of the packing. In addition, a knowledge of the 
temperature distribution in the packing is required 
in order to evaluate p.. 

(a) Free Space in Packing Materials 

The free space in various pa~kings wae measured 
by the displacement of water. The values observed 
for several packings are 

Material Free space 
(percent) 

Glass wooL __________________ 75 
Glass beads _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 38 
Sand __ _____ _________________ 34 to 36 
Silicon Carbide____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 35 

By comparison, the free space for perfect spheres 
of uniform size is 26 percent for close packing, 
where each bead is in contact with 12 others ; and 
48 percent for loose packing, where each spher e is 
in contact with 6 others. The glass beads used 
were No. 28, 48, 70, and 107 mesh . The free 
space was essentially the same for all sizes. 

The electrical free space, which is not the same 
as the volume. free space, was measured by com
paring the conductivities of packed and unpacked 
columns. KCl, 1: 60, was used as the electrolyte. 
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The packings were carefully tamped in a glasi< 
U-tube, the electrodes being placed immediately I 

above the packing surface . Care was taken to 
insure that the electrodes were replaced in exactly 
the same position in successive experiments. 
:Measurements were made with 60-c a-c curren t 
over the range from 0.06 to 0.25 amp. Thc con· 
ductivity was independent of the curren t . The 
electrical free space obtained for various packings 
was 

Material 

Glass beads _____________ ____ _ 
Sand ____ ___________________ _ 
Sili w n carb ide ______________ _ 

Free space 
(perccnt) 

28.9 
28.1 
27.5 

These values are appreciably lower than for the 
volume free space as the pores are not straight but 
have a tortuous path that is longer than the pack
ing itself. 

(b) Temperature in Packed Tubes 

The temperature in the center of a diaphragm 
packing can be estimated by assuming that the 
heat leaving an element of volume within the tube 
is equal to the heat generated within that element. 

The temperature was m easured under operating 
conditions by inserting a thermocouple incased in 
a thin-walled glass envelope at various points 
within the packing. The diameter of the tubes 
used was 1.4 cm and the wall thickness 0.8 mm . 
The solution was 1: 60 KCl. The cells were 
operated at the indicated current for 30 minutes 
prior to reading the temperature. The tempera
ture reached its maximum at a point about 4 
cm from the end of the packing. The maximum 
temperature for various packings immersed in fi 

25° C water bath is as follows: 

rremperaturc 

Current 
Glass beads Si licon Band carbide 

----

amp °C °C °C 
0.30 46 34 
.40 59 40 44 
. 50 73 45 50 
.60 86 51 61 
. 70 Boiling 60 70 

L _ 
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Two sizes of glass beads were Le ted, 60 and 107 
mesh ; no appreciable difference was observed ' the , 
sand and silicon carbide were 100 and 150 mesh 

. ' respectJ vely. 

5. Factors Determining Column Efficiency 

The efficiency of the separation mechanism is 
determined by the power r equired to change the 
isotope ratio by one theoretical unit . As the 
conductivity of the column is jndependent of the 
isotope ratio the problem resolves itself in to the 
number of theoretical units that can be realized in 
one centimeter of packing, j. e., the concentration 
gradi ent. It is· obvious that a concentration 
gradien t can be built up only to the poin t wh ere the 
forward transport is balanced by back diffusion. 

Back mixing in a reflux column can en ter in a 
number of way . Some of these can be eliminated 
by proper design of cell , but others are inherent 
in the mechanism . 

The facto l' givjng rise to back-mill.":ing will be 
discussed in a quali tative maIm er in this repor t . 
A quantitative discussion of the problem is given 
in RP1766 [10] . 

(a) Diffusion 

Back-mixing cannot be reduced below the limit 
set by diffusion in a stagnant li quid. The relation 
between the mobility, J.I. , and diffusion , D, is given 
by kinetic theory to be 

(ll ) 

where J.I. in a normal solution of K 2S0 4 for E:+ is 
4.98 X 10- 4 cm sec -I volt -I ,e is the charge on the 
positive ion, lc is Boltzman's constant, and D is 
in square centimeters per second. An eval uation of 
th e constants gives D = 0.026J.1. for singly charged 
ions in a gradjent of 1 v/cm. As the gradient in 
most of the experiments to be described in this 
series ranged from 5 to 10 v/cm, the forward trans
port, }J., will exceed the back-diffusion coefficient by 
200 to 400. From this it may be inferred that an 
upper limit for n in eq 8 could approach 200 
theoretical units per centimeter, under ideal 
conditions . 

(b) Balance Between Ion Transport and Stream Flow 

Separation , as has been pointed out, is dependent 
on the es tablishment of an exact balance between 

Concentration of 39K and 4lK 

st ream :flow and ion transport . For potassium the 
fractional difl'erence i 11 mobility of the two ions, 
as dcrived from eq 1 i taken to be ~- 1 = 0.006 . 
The abundance ratio of the isotopes is 39K j4IK = 
14.20. In consequence, for zero current to be 
carried by the K+ ions the stream velocity will be 
very close to the 39K mobility. If the stream veloc
ity falls below that of 41K , then both j otopes will 
be carried into the cathode compartment. The 
tolerances are well defined, a decrease in rate of 
more than 14.2/15.2 of 0.6 percent from balance 
will admit 41K to the cathode. An increase in rate 
of 1/15.2 of 0.6 percent will cause 39K to be :flooded 
out of the cathode compartment. The system ,vill 
operate at moderate efficiency, however, if :fluctu
ations in the stream :flow rlo not exceed more than 
1 percent of the balance velocity. 

(c) Pore Size and Convection 

The pore size is of importance, first, because it 
determines the length of the theoretical unit, and 
second, because i t limi ts disturbances due to 
convection. The first is discussed in detail in 
RP1766 [10] . 

The effective pore size was determin ed by meas
uring the :flow of water through vertical tubes 
packed \\~ th glass beads of va,rious mesh sizes. 
The rates were determined over a range of pres
sure heads. The corrected results (cm/sec) gave 
the empirir.al relation 

(12) 

where Qs is the flow in milliliters per second divided 
by the total cros section in square centimeters; 
d is the bead diameter in centimeters, h is the pres
sure head in centimeters of water , l is the length of 
packing, 1J is the viscosity in poises. 

As the free space in the beads is 38 percdnt, the 
average lattice is more cubic than tetrahedral. 
In consequence, the number of beads per square 
centimeter of cross section is close to (l/d)2 . This 
is also the number of pores in 1 cm2 of cross sec
tion. The volume rate of :flow (ml/sec) through 
the average individual pore is 

(12a) 

If the bead packing is replaced by a bundle of 
straight capillary tubes equal in number to the 
number of pores and of the saIne length and oper
ated under the same head, the two structures are 
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hydraulic equivalents when the radius of each 
capillary is such that the flow is the same as the 
average pore. 

The flow (ml/sec) through a capillary tube IS 

determined in accordance with Poiseuille's law 

On equating the rate of flow it is found that, for 
38 percent voids, 

r= 0.165d, 

where r IS the equivalent radius of the straight 
capillary. This radius, however, is smaller than 
the mean radius of the pore since the path is 
longer in the packing by a factor of about ~2. 
The mean pore radius normal to the tube axis is 
in reality close to 38/29 X O.165 = 0.216d. 

Convection within the packing cannot be eval~ 
uated accurately, but can be approximated by 
considering the flow upward through the heated 
and downward through the cooled region to be 
comparable to that through hot and cold capil~ 
laries connected to a common reservoir at the top 
and bottom. The 'velocity flow through an indi
vidual capillary is given by Poiseuille's law to be 
Va = Pr2/8'r/l, where Va is the average velocity in 
centimeters per second, P is the pressure in dynes 
per square centimeter, r is the radius in centi
meters, 'r/ is the viscosity in poises, l is the length 
of capillary in centimeters. 

The flow due to convection when the hot and 
cold capillaries are at 50° and 30° C, respectively, 
IS 

Diamei(lr 
(mm) v, (em/sec) 

O. 02 1.5 X 10- ' 
. 04 6.2 X 10- 4 

. 08 2.5 X 10- 3 

These values show that convection velocities 
are of the same order of magnitude as the ion 
mobility. Remixing due to convection is de
pendent on the direction of the convection stream 
with respect to the electrolyte stream. In the 
conventional horizontal tube, where the stream 
flow is in the axial direction, the convection flew 
in the radial direction will not be as disastrous 
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as in vertical tubes, where both convection and 
ion migration are in the axial direction. 

(d) Nonuniformity of Porosity 

Nonuniformity of porosity and channeling are 
the principle sources of poor efficiency in operation. 
Their effect on the ion-stream balance follows 
from the fact that ion velocity is independent of 
the pore radius, whereas stream velocity varies 
with the square of the radius. In consequence, 
an excessively large pore need represent but a 
small fraction of the total cross-sectional area to 
throw the system out of point balance by more 
than 1 percent. 

(e) Temperature Variation in Viscosity-Conductance ratio 

An exact balance between ion transport and 
stream velocity at all points in the packing can be 
realized only if the effect of temperature on each 
is the same, i. e., the product of specific conduct
ance, A, times viscosity, "I, for KCl (1: 60) must be 
constant. The values for several temperatures 
are 

T A ~ A X~ 
------------- -------

°C 
0 O. 03345 0.01713 O. 000574 

25 .05800 . 00890 . 000522 
45 : 0810 .00618 .000500 

A 5-percent difference is observed for a 20 
degree difference in temperature. As the limits 
of tolerance are the same here as for difference in 
pore size, the effect of a temperature gradient 
across the tube on the value of h cannot . be 
neglected. 

(f) Potential Distribution Across Packing 

N onuniformity of potential across the packing 
is identical in its effect to nonuniformity in pore 
size. Probe measurements made on va,rious cell 
designs showed that voltage deviations as large as 
5 percent often existed between the top and bottom 
of horizontal packings. These irregularities can 
be eliminated by proper design of electrodes and 
by having the packing set back about the distance 
of one radius from the cathode compartment. 
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6. Cell Design 

It is now possible to specify the prerequi ites for 
successful cell operation. :Maximum separation 
will be attained when the electrolyte stream ve
locity balan ces the fwerage K-ion velocity. To 
approach this condition the following require
ments must be satisfied : (1) The packing must 
be fine, 100 mesh or finer, if a height theoretical 
unit of 0.01 cm i to be realized. (2) The porosity 
of the packing must be uniform. As the difference 
in mobility of 39K and 41K is estimated at only 0.6 
percen t, the ideal limits of variation should be 
within this quantity. (3) Temperature distribu
t ion across the packing should be uniform. 
Va,riation in excess of a few degrees will seriously 
impair th e effi ciency since a temperature gradient 
not only gives rise to convective disturbance but 
disrupts the balance between ion and stream flow. 
(4) The potential distribution across the packing 
must be uniform to within a fraction of 1 percent. 

On the basis of the above considerations, the 
highest efficiency should be expected in capillary 
tubes. A sheet capillary between closely spaced 
parallel plate placed horizontally should be as 
efficient, provided the spacing i accura te and the 
potential di stribution and temperature uniform. 
Columns packed with uniformly grained material 
constructed so that the cooling is primarily at the 
ends should also possess a low value for h. 

Part of the material presented in this report 
has been taken from a report by S. L . Mador ky, 
A. K eith Brewer, and Gregory Brei t on fil e at the 
Bureau . The author also express their apprecia-

K.zSO ... (I : so) 

t ion for the cooperation of J . "V. Westhaver 
throughout the course of this work. Above all , 
the aut hors express their thanks to Lyman J . 
Briggs for his continued in terest a,nd pra.ctical 
suggestions, which have been an in piration 
tlu'oughout the progres of thL research. 

II. Experimental Development of Method 
for Concentration of 39K 

By Samuel 1. Madorsky a nd A. Keith Brewer 

1. Introduction 

The successful operation of an clectromigration 
cell depends primarily on (1) suitable cell design 
and packing, (2) sui table electrolyte, and (3) 
proper means for maintaining a balance between 
the ion t ransport and the electrolyte stream flow . 
Section I develops the general theory of electro
migration, and this section describes a series of 
initial experiments designed to study the principal 
conditions for concentration of ~9K in an electro
migration cell . 

2 . Cell Design and Construction 

Two of the original designs of the electromigra.
tion cell are shown in figures 1 and 2. In figure 1 
the packing consisted of well-rounded Ottawa 
sand of about lOa me h . In order to pack the 
sand properly, the cell was placed in a vertical 
position, the ca thod e end plugged, and th e sand 
introduced throu O'h tIle anode end with frequ ent 
tapping. In the apparatus shown in figure 2 the 
packing in one experimen t con i ted of Pyrex 
glass wool, a shown by the shading slanting from 
left to righ t and , in two other experiment, of 

( ';251 
KOH 

FIGURE l.- Electromigmtion cell packed with 100-mesh Ottawa sand. 
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fritted Pyrex glass powder, as shown by the shad
ing slanting from right to left. The glass wool was 
Corning standard No. 008 grade having a fiber 
diameter of 0.0002 to 0.0003 inch. It was cut 
into lengths of 1 to 2 cm and rammed into the cell 
through an opening at A , after which the open
ing was sealed. In preparing the fritted packing 

o (I : 30 ) 
KOH~ 

FIGURE 2.- Electromigration cell packed with Pyrex glass 
wool (shading slanting from left to right) or frilled glass 
(shading slanting jTom right to left). 

a straight tube was plugged with asbestos at the 
lower end and filled with glass powder 100 to 140 
mesh. The tube was then packed in sand in a 
vertical position, heated in an electric furnace to 
715 0 C and kept at this temperature for 1 hour. 
The anode and cathode compartments were then 
sealed on to the packed tube. 

The general arrangement of the electromigra
tion cells is shown in figure 1. The restituent 
liquids 3 were added to the electrode compartments 
by means of droppers. These droppers were 
made from thick-walled capillary tubes bent at 
a right angle. The ends were ground flat to 
insure uniformity in the drop size. The drop 
rates were controlled by means of Hoffman screw 
clamps. Methyl red was used as indicator and 
the rates were such that the liquid in the electrode 
compartments changed color between drops. 
The anode was provided with a siphon and over
flow cup. The electrodes consisted of platinum 
gauze 2 by 2 em attached to platinum wires 
enclosed in glass tubes. In one experiment, when 
high voltage was used, a 2,000-v motor generator 
was employed . In the other experiments the 
source of current was a 220-v d-c line. The cell 
was kept in a bath to prevent sudden changes of 
temperature. 

• "Restituent liquid " is a liquid that helps to restore the original chemical 
composition of the electrolyte in the cell . 
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3 . Electrolytes a nd Restituent Solutions 

Potassium sulfate was the electrolyte used in 
all the experiments. The electrode reactions 
involved are 2IC+ + H zS0 4= K 2S0 4+ I-I2 at the 
cathode, and S04--+2KOH = K 2S04+ H 20 + 1/2 
O2 at the anode. Thus the anode receives a con
tinuous fresh supply of K+, and the initial ratio 
39K j41K is kept constant in the anode compart
ment. In order to maintain the concentration 
of the electrolyte in the cell at its original value, 
the concentration of the restituent solutions, 
KOH and H 2S0 4 , must be adjusted to the trans
port numbers of the respective cation and anion 
of the electrolyte. For the sake of simplicity, it 
is convenient to designate the electrolyte itself, 
as well as the restituent solutions, on the basis of 
equivalent ratios solute: Water, rather than on 
the basis of normality. In the experiments 
described in tIllS paper, concentration ratios 
1/2K2S0 4 : H 20 = I: 50 and 1: 60 were used . The 
transport numbers of K + lwd 1/2S04-- at the 
above concentrations are about equal, and the 
H 2S0 4 and KOH solutions were made up each in 
the equivalent ratios 1: 25 and 1: 30 for the] : 50 
and 1: 60 K ZS0 4 experiments, respectively. 

Concentrations, densities, and normalities of 
all the solutions employed in this work are given 
in table 1. 

TABLE l.- Solutionsemployed in the electro mi gration 
experimer is 

Ratio 

I 
COlleen· Density· )Jormal-Solute solute: 

H ,O tration at 25° C ity 

Percent 
1/2K,S O. ____ 1:50 8.82 I. 070 I. 083 
1/2K,80 . ____ 1:60 7.46 I. 059 0.906 
1/2H,SO'-- __ 1:25 9.82 1. 063 2.128 
1/2H,S O. ____ 1:30 8.32 1. 053 I. 785 
TeOH. ______ 1:25 11. 07 1.102 2. 176 
KOH. _____ _ 1:30 9.40 1. 086 I. 821 

Values for JeOH are at 15° C. 

The amount of restituents added, in grams per 
ampere hour (0.0373 equivalent) in the case, for 
example, of 1: 60K2S04 were as follows: 

To cathode rI'o an ode 

1/2H2S04 _ _ _ _ 1. 830 KOH _________ 2.092 
30H20 _____ __ 20. 164 30H20 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20. 164 

TotaL 21. 994 TotaL _ 22. 256 
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4. Calculation of Separation C oefficien t 

The results obtained in the experiments on con
centrating 39K can be in terpreted in terms of the 
separation coefficient f by using eq 10, section I. 
Rearranging and substitu ting numerical values, 
eq 10 can be written 

_ 1= 002882VcC X R a- 14.20 
f . ] +t R +1 ' 

1 11 

where tl is time in hours, and ] + is positive current. 
The cathode 'volume, V e, is the free liquid in the 

cathode compartment down to the packing where 
it recede into the horizontal tube, a in the case 
when fritted glass is used. However, where the 
packing extends into the cathode compartment, for 
example, when sand or glass wool is used , the 
cathode volume is the free liquid above the pack
ing plus the liquid in the packing directly below 
the cathode cup, as the latter liquid is in thermal 
exchange with the free liquid due to the heat 
developed in the packing. Details of cells and 
experimental conditions are given in table 2. 

TABLE 2.-Experimental conditions 

Experimcnt No. Current 

- - - .---

em v amp 

Bath 
R a tio : III 1':,so.: C ath odc tempera. 

H ,O volume turc 

----------------
ml ° C 

3.. ..... ....... ................. ... ... Ottawa sand , 100 ........ . ....... . . . . ... . . ...... . 122 800 0.5 1: 50 30 25 to 30 
7 .......................................... do ... . .................................... .. 10.3 78 .7 1: 60 16 25 to 30 
9 ....................... ... .......... . P yrex wooL .................................... . 15.5 46 1.0 1: 60 6.5 25 to 30 
10 ................. . ...... ... . . : . . . ... P yrex frit, 100 to 140 ........................... .. 12.0 96 0. 7 1: 60 6.5 4. 
13 ............................. . .. ... ...... do . .. . . ..... .. ....... .. ..... . . . ........... .. 6. 0 54 . 7 1: 60 6.5 

• 'rhe diametcr of the packing was 2.2 em in all lhe experiments. 

5 . Experiments 

(a) Preliminary Experiments 

Some preliminary experiments were carried out 
withnormai K 2S04 as the electrolyte and 2 N H 2S04 

and KOH as therestituents. Inoneexperimentthe 
packing was 2.1 cm in diameter, 27 cm long, and 
consisted of 60-mesh Ottawa and. The cell was 
operated for 8 hour during tlll' daytime with a 
current of 0.3 amp. At the end of this period , an 
approximately 1 ml sample was drawn from the 
cathode compartment for analysis and the opera
tion discontinued overnight. This was repeated 
without renewing the electrolyte for a number of 
days. Analysis showed a value for R varying 
between 14.8 and 15. On continued operation, the 
concentration of 39K in the cathode remained at 
this value. This must have been caused by too 
much sampling and too long intervals intervening 
between operating periods, which permitted the 
accumulated 39K to diffuse from the cathode 
compartment into the packing. 

A U-shaped tube of the same cross section and 
with the same kind and length of packing, and 
operated under similar conditions as the straight 
packed cell for four 8-hour periods, gave similar 
results. 

A cell 30 cm long packed with parallel lengths of 

Concentration of 39K and 41 K 

capillaries having bores 0.75 to 1 mm was operatecl 
with I-amp current. The result wa negative. A 
similar cell was packed with tubes of 2-mm inside 
diameter and 3-mm outside diameter, and the 
bores as well a the spaces between the tu bes were 
filled with 60-'mesl1 Ottawa sand. It was operated 
at 0.2 amp, the first day for 12 hours and the 
second day for 14 hours. The isotope ratios were 
14.60 and 14.80, respectively, for the 2 days of 
operation. This experiment points to the necessity 
of having a packing in which the pores are small 
and uniform. 

A cell of the same length and cross section was 
packed loosely with acid-washed asbestos wool 
and operated at 0.4 amp for 12 hours the first 
day and for 14 hours the next day . Analysis 
showed ratios of 14.70 and 14.85 , respectively, 
for the two days. 

(b) O tlawa·Sand·Packed Cells 

Experiments 3 and 7 were cani ed out in a cell 
shown in figure 1. The packing was 122 cm 
long in experiment 3, and 10.3 cm in experiment 
7. The bath temperature in both experiments 
was maintained at 25° to 30° C. In experiment 3 
the operation dming the first 272 hours was 
intelTupted every night for periods ranging from 
8 to 12 hours. The rest of the operation was 
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continuo~. The time counted was that of actual 
operation. Experiment 7 and the experiments 
described below were continuous throughout. 
Small samples for mass spectrometer analysis wera 
drawn from the cathode compartments at about 
50-hour intervals. 

In order to check on the constancy of operation 
the cathode samples in experiment 3, before they 
were used for mass spectrometric analysis , they 
were analyzed for K ZS04 content. This was done 
by weighjng the sample, evaporating it to dryness, 
and weighing the K 2S04 residue. The rE'sults of 
these analyses are shown in table 3. As seen from 
this table, the K ZS04 content in the cathode com
partment varied little during 295 hours of 
operation. 

Anode samples were analyzed similarly for 
K 2S04 in both experiments. The analyses, as 
seen from table 4, show little change in concentra
tion of the electrolyte. 

T A BLE 3.- Cathode analysis in experiment 3 

Time K ,S O, 

lIours Percent 
0 8.82 

52 8.61 
102 8. 65 
152 8.6 1 
244 8.33 
295 8.83 

TABLE 4.- Anode analysis 

Experiment 3 Exper im ent 7 

Period of K ,SO, Period of K ,SO, operation operation 

Honrs P ercent 1-[OnT8 Percent 
0 8.82 0 7.46 

107 8.79 19 7.84 
176 8.70 42 7. 51 

21 8 7.20 

E xperiment 10 Experiment 13 
I 

0 7. 46 0 7. 46 
45 7.98 45.5 7. 76 
91 7.74. 92.5 7.97 

139 7. i3 144.5 7. 70 
2)) 7. 78 188.5 7. 70 
260 7.89 212.5 7.65 
309 8. 18 254.5 7.68 
354 7.70 309. 5 7. i3 

The mass spectrometer analyses of cathode 
samples are shown in column 3 of table 5. In 
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column 4, values of the separation factor, S, 
which is equal to R 7,jRo• are shown. Column 5 
shows values of E- 1 calcula,ted by means of the 
equation shown above. 

T.~BLE 5.- Concentmtion of 391{ and sepamtion coefficient 

Experi· 
'l" 7' I Ratio . Separation mcnt (,- I )X lO' 

No . 
irne, I 3PK /H K, R T fa ctor, S 

---- - ---- ------- ------ -------_.-

lIours 
52 14.70 1. 035 0.229 

102 15. 20 1. 070 . 227 
152 15.70 1.105 .221 

3 202 16. 20 1.141 .215 
244 16.65 1.172 . 213 
295 li.OO 1. 197 . 197 
335 17.40 1. 225 . 194 

50 14.95 1. 052 . 112 
150 16.50 1. 162 . 105 

7 
250 16. 70 1.176 . 067 
300 li. 00 1. 197 . 062 
350 Ii. 35 1. 222 . 059 
408 17.75 1.250 . 055 

1 ,,; 14.60 1.028 .070 

9 
31. 5 15. 00 1.056 .054 

100. 5 15.60 1.098 . 028 
194.0 17.90 J. 260 . 034 

r 14. 60 1.028 .013 
152 14. 90 1.049 . 014 

10 203 17.50 1.232 .041 
259 20.50 1.443 . 055 
360 17.20 J.211 . 022 

{ 191 17.30 1. 218 . 043 
13 

354 17. 75 .I. 250 . 026 
, 

(c) Glass·Wool-Packed Cell 

Experiment 9 was carried out in a glass-wool
packed cell, as illustrated in figure 2. Details of 
design and operation are shown in table 2. No 
analyses were made of K 2S0 4 content in the 
cathode or anode liquids during operation. Cath
ode samples were analyzed for 39K concentration, 
and the results are shown in table 5. The E- 1 
values are rather low, most likely because of 
channelling and non uniformity of porosity in the 
packing. 

(d) Fritted·Glass·Packed Cells 

Originally four cells were started: Two cells, 
ea,ch having a 12-cm-long packing, were operated, 
one at 25° C (expt. 11 ) and the other at 50° 
(expt. 12); two other cells, having packings 12 em 
long (expt. 10) and 6 cm long (expt. 13) were 
operated at 4° C. The first two cells showed 
signs of rapid deteriora tion of the ffitted packing 
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at the cathode end soon after th e operation was 
started, and the experiments were discontinued. 
The other two cells, operated at a lower temp era
ture, stood up well, and th e operation was con
tinued for a number of days. Details of cells used 
in experiments' 10 and 13 are shown in table 2. 

Anode samples were check:ed for K 2S04 content, 
and the results a l'e shown in table 4. These re
sults indicate liLLIe change in the concentration 
of the elec trolyte throughout the operation. 
Cathode samples were analyzed for concentra tion 
of 39K , and the resLllts are shown in table 5. 

Figure 3 shows abundance ratio plot ted against 
time for all five experiments. 
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FI GUR E 3.- Change 0.' ?'alio 39K , Il l( with time in jit'e 
experi men ts. 

(e) Distribution of ~9K in Packing 

5 0 0 

Diffusion of 39K from the cathode compartment 
into the packing and disturbances incidental to 
the operation , such as may be caused by irregular
ities in met ering tl1 e restituen ts, would t end to 
lower the separation coefficient. Aside from tIlls, 
the value of the cathode volume, l1e, cannot be 
measured accurately as it ·is not lmown how far 

Concentration o f 39K and 41K 

it extends into the packing. In experiment 3, in 
which a very long packing was u cd , any losses of 
39K concelltrate from the cathode volume into th e 
packing could be recovered at t Il e end of the 
operation. 

vV1ICn experiment 3 was discontinued aJtel' 335 
hours of operation, 20 ml of liquid was firs t drawn 
from the cathode compartm~nt , then t he liquid 
was allowed to seep into thi s compartment, and 
successive samplcs of 25 ml each were drawn. 
The position of each sample in th e packing near 
the cathode end before it was urawn is shown in 
figure 4. It should not be assumed th a t figure 
4 gives a true picture of the distribution of 39K 

concentrate in the packing, because of mi..xing of 
succe sive samples with some of the liquid left 
in tb e cathode compartment, a well as in the 
packing from th e previou s samples. However , it 
shows that th e concentrate wa s mostly con.fined 
to th e cathode end of th e pa cking, and tha t all 
the 39K concentrate was removed wi th th e fu'st 
four samples. 

By adding th e sample drawn at th e end of the 
opera tion, as well as the samples drawn during the 
operation , we get a total of all the 39K conce [1 trate 
obtained in 335 hours of operation in experim ent 
3. T able 6 gives th e volum e and H t values for 
all samples. All the samples add up to a total 
ca thode volume of 96.65 ml of an average H ' I = 
15 .53. On the basis of 0.5-amp , total current , or 
0.25-amp , positive current L1sed in this experim ent , 

0.0288X 96.65 X l.083 X 1.33 
f - l = 0.00290. 

0.25 X 335X 16.53 

T AB I_E 6.- Distribution of 39E: i n the packing in experiment 3 

Period of operation 

J IOll rs 
52 ......................... . 
102 . .................. " ... . 
152 ________________________ _ 

202 ........................ . 
244 ....................... . 

295 ....................... . 

335 .................... . 
335 ....................... . 
335 ...... . .............. . 
335 ........... .. 

'I'otal and 3 Y(' l'a g'(1 ___ _ 

Volume of 
catbode 
sample 

11Il 
0.326 

.22'2 

. 345 

. 24:3 

.23 1 

.283 
20 
2.'; 
25 
25 

96.65 

14. 70 
15. 20 
15. 70 
16. 20 
10. 65 
17.00 
17. 40 
16.30 
H. 73 
14 .35 

15.53 
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FIGURE 4.-Distribution of 3DK concentrate in the packing. 

6. Conclusions 

The data presented show the feasibility of con
centrating 39K by the electromigration method. 
Packings made of fine sand proved to be superior 
to those made of fritted glass, glass wool, asbestos, 
or glass capillary tubes. Concentration of the 
electrolyte in the electrode compartments remained 
practically constant through the entire operation 
of the cells. Experiment 3, which was carried out
in a long tube packed with sand, gave the highest 
and longest sustained values of E- 1. This is ex
plained on the ground that the long packing held 
any losses of 3gK from the cathode compartment 
caused by irregularities in operation, such as 
those caused by variation in rates of addition of 
restituents , by loosening of the packing or by 
diffusion. The value of E-1 = 0.0029, obtained 
by taking into consideration the 3gK concentrate 
in the packing, at the end of experiment 3, should 
be taken as the best value for the experiments 
described. 

III. Detailed Investigation of Method 

By A. Keith Brewer, Samuel 1. Madorsky, John 
Keenan Taylor, and Vernon H. Dibeler 

1. Introduction 

In view of the success attained in concentrating 
39K described in section II, a detailed investigation 
was initiated to test the various contributing 
factors described in section 1. The results of 
some 170 experiments run under controlled operat
ing conditions are summarized in this section . 

2 . Experimental Details 

(a) General Assembly 

A complete layout for a typical experimental 
setup is shown in figure 5. The cell illustrated is 
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KOH (1 : 30) 

FIGURE 5.- Experimental setup for: the concentration of 1DIL 

one using K ZS04 as the electrolyte. The cathode 
control is manually operated; the anode control is 
the constant pH flushed type. 

A large number of modifications of the basic 
design have been tested. The cells illustrated in 
figures 5 to 10 are r epresentative of the most com
mon designs used. These cells can be classified 
as follows: 

1. On the basis of type of control- pH (figs . 
5, 6, 7, 9) and boundary (figs. 8 and 10, B). 

2. On the basis of packing- packed (figs. 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10, A) and unpacked (figs. 10, B). 

3. On the basis of direction of stream flow
horizontal (figs. 5, 6, 7,8, 10) and vertical (fig. 9). 

(b) Packings 

The packings investigated can be grouped into 
four general types: 

1. Granular: Sand, glass ballotini beads, silicon 
carbide. 

2. Fibrous: Glass wool, asbestos, absorbent 
cotton , etc. 

3. Rigid: Glass frits, Alundum, etc. 
4. Close clearance: Concentric tubes. 
The dimensions of the packings studied were 

varied over a wide range. A convenient size of 
cell used in testing the various pertinent variables 
was made with packings 14 mm in diameter and 
8 em long. 
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FlG U JU, 6.- Cell used 1:n K2SO. experiments. 

A. Anod c ncu tralizcd with KOll; B, anodc ncutralizcd wit h KOH and flu shed with K,80. (1 :(0). 

HCI (1 ' 29 .28) KCI (1 ' 30.72) KCI (1 ' 60) 

VAC SIPHON 
VAC -

FIGURE 7.-Cell used in Kel experiments. 

A, Single-cup anode fl ushed with KGl (I :30.72); B , double-cup anode fln shed with KG I (I : 6OJ. 
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THERMOSTAT WATER 

F I GUR E 8.- Ce1l 1Ised in boundary experiments with KCI. 

Anode is of the double·cup, nushed type. 

HCI (1 ·29.28) KCl (1 ·60) 

F I GURE g.- Cell with vertical pack'ing and double-cup, 

flus hed-type anode. 

(c) Packing Supports 

The supports holding the packings in place are 
as critical as the packing materials themselves. 
The problem has been one of finding a thin, 
porous, rigid material to which sufficien t pressure 
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e Gl 
KCI (1 .25) ) i 

.- Boundary 

FI G IJ R B lO .- Cells designed to facilitate the dissipa tion 

of heat. 

/1, Ce ll \vith sma ll d iameter of pack ing used in bou ndary experiments; B. 
celi wi th circul ar capilla ry space in place of packing. 

can be applied to preven t loosening or channeling 
of the packing during opera tion . Another r e
quirement is tha t it should not distort the potential 
distribution across the face of the packing or cause 
an uneven electrolyte stream flow through th e 
packing. Various suppor ting materials were 
tested , including sealed-in fri ts, Alundum plates, 
finely perforated Bakelite, and thin frits mad e 
from No. 4 7 ballotilli beads; the latter proved to 
be the most satisfactory. 

The ballotini frit s were cast in graphite molds 
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and heated to a point to insure rigidity without 
impairing the porosity. The best cathode frits 
were about 2.5 mm thick and were tapered slightly 
at the edge to fit tightly into the cell as shown in 
figure 8. The anode frits were about 5 mm 
thick and were calked at the edges with glass 
thread or glass cloth to prevent the fine packing 
from leaking out. 

(d) The Electrodes 

Platinum-gauze electrodes were used in all the 
experiments. Care was taken to place the elec
trodes in such a position that the potential dis
tribution across the packing was uniform at all 
points. 

(e) Source of Potential 

A 100-volt storage battery was used. The 
battery was kept charged by floating on a d-c 
generator line, the generator current being ligh tly 
in excess of that drawn from the battery. 

3. Electrolytes and Controls 

(a) Electrolytes 

Experiments were carried out with potassium 
chloride and potassium sulfate. The choice of 
electrolyte was based on the type of control 
mechanism used to maintain the counterflow. 
The concentrations were varied over a wide 
range; a 1: 60 ratio was adopted as most convenient 
for general use. 

The res tituent solutions, i. e., the solutions that 
were added to the cathode and anode compart
ments in order to maintain the original composi
tion of the electrolytes, were in the case of 1: 60 
K 2S04, 1: 30 H 2S0 4 , and 1 : 30 KOH for the cathode 
and anode, respectively. For KCl, more accurate 
values of the K+ were used in the calcula tions, 
and the cathode restitutent for 1 : 60 electrolyte 
ratio was 1: 29.28 HCI. The anode restitutent 
was either 1: 30.72 KCl or 1: 60 KCI, depending 
on the type of control used, as will be explained 
later. The concentrations, densities, and nor
malities of the varioussolutions are shown in 
table 7. 

Concentration of 39K and 41 K 

727972-47-2 

TABLE 7.- Solutions employed in elect"omigmtion 
experiments 

Solute Ratio Coneen· ~~~~~lQ' K ormality Solute:II,O tration 

Percent 
KCL .... .. .......... . . 1:25 14.20 1. 090 2.0i7 
KC!. .................. 1 :30. i2 11. 87 1. 075 1.711 
KC!.. . .... ............ 1 :60 6.45 1. 038 0. 898 
KC!. ............ · . . .... 1:12.20 14.23 1. 067 4. 162 
KC!. . ... .............. 1:29.28 6.47 1.029 1.823 
1/2K,SO, ............... 1:60 7.46 1. 059 0.906 
1/2K,SO, ... .. ..... . . . .. 1 :30 8.32 1. 053 1. 785 
KOH. ................. 1:30 9.40 1. 086 1. 821 

• Values for KO H ar!, given at 15° C. 

The amounts of restituents added per ampere 
hour when the electrolyte is 1 : 60 K 2S0 4 are shown 
in section II. For 1 : 60 KCl, the amounts of 
restituents added were as follows: 

To cathode 

g 
H CL_ ________ 1. 362 
29.28H~O - -- --- 19.680 

TotaL ___ 21. 042 

To anode I 
-------------

y 
KOIL __ _______ 2. 781 
30.72H20 ___ ___ 20.648 

TotaL __ . 23.429 

(b) Control of Cathode 

The pH and the boundary controls used have 
been devised for both manual and automati c 
operation. The automatic-control system i de
scribed in section VII. 

The pH controlled cells werc equipped with 
droppers designed to supply acid to the cathod e 
compartment at a constant rate. The droppers 
were attached to constant level spillways and 
were supported near the tips by adjustable screw 
clamps. Methyl orange and methyl red were 
used as the indicators to determine the dropping 
rate. The rate of dropping was adjusted to the 
point where the cathode solutioD turn ed from red 
to yellow between drops. 

A boundary between HCl and KCl was also 
used as the index of reflux balance. An analysis 
of the boundary mechanism indicates that a stable 
boundary should exist when the concen trations 
01 of the HCI solu tion and O2 of the K Cl olution 
are in the ratio of their cation transpor t numbers, 
i. e., Od02= TH+/TK +. 
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In the absence of a counterflow, the passage of 1 
Faraday of current ' causes the boundary to move 
through a volume V = TK+/CZ' To maintain the 
boundary stationary a volume, 11, of solution 
must be added to the cathode compartment. 
This volume must contain 1 equivalent of HCI 
to neutralize the electrode reaction. 

The construction of the bOlmdary cells is shown 
in figure 8. The internal cooler is desirable as large 
boundari es are inclined to become diffuse in the 
certer. The height of the column of electrolyte 
controlling reflux rate is adj usted by a screw under 
the spillway. The rate of acid addition is not 
critical in the Drrangement illustrated, provided 
it is sufficient to maintain a constant pH in the 
acie! above the boundary. 

(c) Control of Anode 

Several types of anode cortrols have been tested. 
These are showp in the cells illustrated. In figure 
6A, KOH is added to the anode at the stoichio
metric rate. A precise regulation is necessary for 
the dropping rate. Cell 2B is designed to elimi
nate the need for drop control by employing a 
flushed-type anode. The electrolyte of the origi
nal concentration is added to the anode compart
ment at a rate sufficient to keep the pH at its 
initial value. KOH can be added at the anode 
cup if desired , to lessen the quantity of electrolyte 
required for flushing. This addition of KOH, 
when the electrolyte is KCI, is not necessary as 
chlorine is liberated at the anode. 

4. Correlation of Experimental Data 

The separation efficiency was determin ed in 
terms of the abundance ratio 39K /41K in the 
cathode compartment, as measured by the mass 
spectrometer. The experiments described in this 
report were all conducted under conditions where 
the abundance ratio in the anode compartment 
was maintained at the value for normal potassium, 
i. e., 39K j41K= 14.20. 

In order to place individual experiments on a 
comparable ba8is, it is necessary to consider the 
current, the cathode volume, and the concentra
tion of the electrolyte. The method chosen was 
to compare the amounts in millicquivalents of the 
light - isotope 39K transported into the cathode 
compaJ'tment per ampere. This value is desig
nated by q/i, and is calculated from the expres
SlOn 
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II ~= . , 

~ 

in which 

q= milliequivalents of 39K transport into 
the cathode compartment 

i=current in amperes 
11c=volume of cathode liquid in milliliters 
0 = normality 

tlN is obtained from the abundance ratio as 
follows: 

N Rt Ro R t 14.2 R t 

tl = R t+ 1- Ro+ 1 = Rt+ 1-I5.2= R t+ 1- 0.9342. 

Here R t =39K r 1K in the cathode coropartmen(at 
time, t, and Ro= normal ratio 14.20. 

The initial slope, q/it l , obtained by plotting q/i 
against the time of sampling is related to the 
separation coefficient ~ by the equation 

~- 1 = 0.876 X q/it l , 

where tl is time in hours. 

5. Results 

(a) General Operation 

The 39Kj41K ratio in the cathode compartment 
as a function of time of operation for six separate 
experiments is given in figures 11 and 13. These 
experiments were chosen from the types most reg
ularly used in this research in order to illustrate 
normal cell operation as well as the effect of various 
disturbing factors . The separation efficiency (q /i 
vs t1) for these same experiments is given in figures 
12 and 14. 

The pertinent data for the above expeJ'iments 
are given in table 8. The data for two boundary 
controlled experiments, 134 and 157, are included 
in tabl-e 8 and figures 13 and 14 for comparison. 

Experiment 170 was run in a cell of the type 
illustrated in figure 7, using flushed anode 3B. 
The cathode was controlled by manual regulation 
of the drop rate; the indicator was methyl red. 
This type of cell was the easiest to keep regulated 
and, in general , represents the most satisfactory 
arrangement studied. It will be noted that the 
concentration of 39K in the cathode compartment 
increases nearly linearly with time. The small 
deviation observed at the 113 hour is due to the 
cell becoming out of balance for a short period of 
time. The slight tapering off in rate is to be 
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FIGURE ll.- Ratio of 3DK/uK in the cathode compartment, 
plotted against time , for three repre entative experiments. 
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expected as the concentration of light isotope in 
the paclcing is not taken into consideration in the 
efficiency curye. 
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Experiment 186 was run under complete auto
matic control. The anode was the flushed type 
shown in figure 6, B. The cathode was provided 
with an automatic acid inj ector controlled by H2 
versus PbS04 electrodes in the electrolyte. The 
automatic arrangement is described , in section 
VII. 
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FIGUHE 14.- 1I1illiequivalents oj 39K trans ported into the 
cathode compartment per ampere, ploUed against time, for 
five reprerentative experimeflt~ . 

o 134 bounda ry; 8 157 boundary; • 158 indicator; " 182 indicator; 0 184 
automatic. 
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TABLE S.- Experimental conditions and separation coefficient 

[IT, horizon tal. V , ycrt ical. B , boundary. I , ind icator. A, automatic. SiC, silicon carbide. 8, stlnd . OB, glass beads.] 

Experiment No. Type of 
('ell 

Packing 
Cathode 
VOlUffi P 

C urren t 
Salt 

Electrolyte 

R atio salt: 
water --------------------------------::- -~~-- --~~-- -~~::'-l--~- ------ -------1-------_· 

134 ................... . ........ .. ..... .. _ ' IT , B SiC 150 10 0.4 0.75 0. 06 80 KCl 1:25 0.286 
149 ....................................... V, 1 8 100 10 1. 4 3 .5 87 KCl 1:60 .22 l 
157. .... .. _ ... . . .... . . ........ _........... IT , B OR 100 1.4 15 .5 32 KC! 1:25 .385 . 
158 ............. . _ .. ... . . .... _... ... ... .. . IT, I OR 100 5 2. 5 12 .6 32 KC l 1:60 . 080 
170.................. ... ..... . ...... ...... IT. I OR 100 7 1.4 10 .5 93 KC l 1:60 . 173 
182 .................. .......... ... _..... .. IT, I S 60 8 1.4 8 .5 90 K C] 1:60 . 156 
184 ...... .... ......... ..... _ ...... __ ...... IT , A S 100 R 2.5 20 . 5 SO K ,S O, 1:60 . 175 
186 ...... .. .... ................... __ ...... . H . A OB 60 IV I 1.4 16 . 4 138 K ,S O, 1:60 . 318 

E xperjment 149 was run in a vertical cell of th e 
t ype illustrated in figure 9. The cell was packed 
with sand held in place by gravity. The barrel 
of the tube was made from an extra-thin-walled 
Pyrex tube. The resul ts indicate a rapid con
centration at first , disturbed later by an accumu
lation of gas in the packing. Sometime after 200 
hours a bubble of gas formed in the sand and slowly 
worked its way up and out during the next 100 
hours ; after this, the sand settled bacle in place, 
and the cell resumed its initial rate of operation. 
This particular cell was equipped with a degassing 
heater in the cathode compartment, and the gas 
accumulated after the h eater burned out. R eplac
ing the heater , however , did not restore the cell to 
normal op3ration until all the gas was expelled 
from the sand. 

Experiment 158 was run in a cell of the type 
shown in figure 7, the general arrangement being 
the same as in experiment 170. The packing in 
158 had 2.5 times th e cross-sectional area a.nd 
five-sevenths the length of that in 170. It is 
inter esting to note tha t while the rate in 158 for 
the first 150 hours, was 75 percent of that in 170, 
the power input was only 41 percent. 

Experiment 184 illustrates the necessity for a 
precise control of the r equired rate of addition of 
the r estituen t solutions . In this instance the HCl 
dropper was stopped up for about 1 hour a t the 
end of 260 hours. This resulted in a break in the 
rat e curve between the 250- and 320-hour period. 
The cell resumed the normal rate when the dropper 
was repaired . . 

Experimen t 182 shows the rcsults of loosening 
of the beads near the ca thode. The effect began 
at abou t the hundredth hour ; a t the end of 300 
hours the chann el was of such a size that the en t ire 
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concentrate in the ca thod e compartmen t wa s 
washed out . The development of channels in the 
packing represen ts th e most common cause of cell 
failure. The slightest loosening of the beads 
results in a channel of sufficient size to prevent an 
efficien t opera tion of t he cell. 

The general conclusion to be drawn from the 
above experiments is that the change in isotope 
concentration in th e cathode compartment is 
very nearly linear with t ime over a wid e range. 
The ra te is sensitive to any factor tha t might 
disturb the precise point balance betw een the 
ion mobili ty and the countercurrent stream flow . 
Incorrect rate of addition of the restituen t solu
tions and the accumula tion of gas in the packing 
give rise to effects from which the cells will 
recover when the disturbance is corrected . Chan
neling in the packing results in permanen t cell 
failure. 

(b) Type of Cell 

A large variety of bo th vertical and horizontal 
cells were tested for different packings under vari
ous opera ting conditions. Experiments 149 and 
170, shown in figures 11 and 12, are represen ta tive 
of each type of cell when operating under reason
ably favorable condi tions. A comparison of all 
the data, however , sh owed some differ ence in the 
efficiency for the two types as a function of the 
packing size. For 100-mesh beads and sand 
packings the ra tes of separation were essen tially 
iden tical ; a large number of exp erimen ts of each 
type gave maximum q/i values between 0.35 and 
0.40 for 200 hours of operation . In the case of 
40- to 80-mesh beads, in con trast, t he ver tical 
cells showed very small separa tion, whereas the 
q/i value for the horizon tal cells was about one
half tha t for 100-mesh beads. 
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The' general conclus'on to be dra\\'n i lhaL Lb o 
effi ciency of the two types of cells is essent ially 
Lhe same under conditions where convection has 
been reduced to a minimum. The effect of con
vection, however, is en tirely different. In the 
horizontal cells the convection flow is at right 
angles to the stream flow. In addition, it is small 
at t he ends of t he packing where the surface is 
uniformly cooled by the cathode and anode solu· 
tions. In the vertical cells the convective flow is 
in the opposite direction to the str eam flow, being 
in the anode Lo cathode direction through the 
center of the Lube and in the opposite direction 
along the cooled walls. This necessarily results in 
a mixing of Lhe solu tion in the t,,'o electrode com
partments. In consequen ce, for successful opera
tion it is essen tial to use ei ther pa ckings of such 
fineness tha t convection becomes negligible, or Lo 
adjust conditions so that convection will just 
counterbalance Lhe excess electrolyLe fl ow in the 
cent er of the packing, where the viscosity 13 

lower becau e of the higher templ'ffllure. 

(c) Grain Size 

The eHect of grain size on the separaLion effi
ciency of horizontal cells is hown in fi er me 11. 

A number of comparison experimenLs WNe nm 
under similar conditions except for the grain size 
in the packings. Five dupEca les were run for 
each bead size. The type of cell used is illustra ted 
in figme 6, B . The packings were 5 to 10 em lon er 
and 1.4 to 2.4 cm in diameter. 

Lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent the maximum 
slope for each set of duplicate runs. In each case 
a majori ty of the cells gave values at or near the 
line as drawn ; deviations from the line were due 
either to imperfect packing or to faulty operation. 

It was not found possible to sift beads to exact 
mesh sizes. Line 1 was taken with commercial 
l07-mesh beads sifted tlu'ough a 140-mesh screen. 
Line 2 was taken with beads that passed a 100-
mesh screen but were rejected by a 120-mesh 
screen. Line 3 was taken with commercial 70-
mesh heads sieved between 80 and 100 mesh . 
Line 4 is for commercial 47-mesh bead sieved be
tween 40 and 80 mesh. 

The conslusion to be drawn from the data pre
sented in lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 is that the rate of sep
aration increases with the finenes of the beads, 
the rate for 140-111esh beads being about twice 
that for 60-mesh beads. Although the df! ta are 
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incollclu ive, the e resulL , combined with those 
obtained with fine fi bel' packing, indicaLe that the 
final separation Lo be obtained for variou pack
iogs increases with Lhe fineness of the pores. 

(d) Pocking Ma terials 

The various types of packing materials were 
tested under similar conditions. The re ulLs how
ever, are incomplete and to that extent are in
conclusive. 

Granular packings, in general, we],e the mosL 
satisfa ctory. BaJJ otini glass beads were the easiest 
Lo pack and were not af)'ected by the electrolyLe. 
Their poor thermal conductivity, however, re
sul ted in a tendency for the cells to boil during 
operation ; this necessitated the use of relaLively 
low current den i tie. The free space and heaLing 
eHeeLs have been described in section I. Sand 
packed almost as well as glass beads; it was 
super ior in Lhat the cell ran slightly cooler. 
Silicon carbid e of the type used in glas grinding 
did not pack well under pressure. In spiLe of the 
fact that it ran appreciably cooler Lhan glass 
beads, it was more inclined to fill up with gas. In 
generaJ, pheres arc more satisfactory than sharp
edged palticles. 

Rigid packings were only moderately successful. 
Glass frits, on the whole, gave high initial rates, 
but they developed pores or crack . Alundum 
plates behaved the ame as glass frits, but they 
'vere more inclined to plug up with indicator or 
any suspended material in the acid . Rubber 
battery separators failed to how sufficien t uni
formity in porosity for satisfac tory use. Fil ter 
paper cu t in strips and pres ed in packs gave rates 
comparable to the best bead packings. As the e 
packings were difficult to support, their possibili
ties were not thoroughly investigated. Fiber 
packings gave high initial values but, in general, 
deterioration was rather rapid. The values for 
absorbent cotton shown in line 6 of figure 15 have 
a comparatively high rate. The length of packing 
was only 1 cm comparr:d to cm for the beads. 
The cotton was cut in disks and packed wet, care 
being taken to keep all the fib ers lying in a radial 
direction. Unfortunately, fu lly half the t ubes s6 
packed proved defective because intimate contact 
between the cotton and the glass walls could not 
be obtained at all points. Line 7 is a typical run 
obtained with glas -wool packing. A number of 
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glass fibers tested gave about the same results; 
these included very fine" A fibers" of alkali resist
ant glass, battery-separator fib ers, and ordinary 
glass wool. In each ease the fiber packings 
started off with a high separation rate, only to 
develop pores at the end of a few hundred hours. 
Apparently the systems became alkaline for suf
ficient time throughout the operation to cause the 
fibers to disintegrate. It is possible that glass 
fibers can be made to operate on the automatically 
controlled experiments, in which the pH variation 
can be reduced to a minimum. 

45r----r----T---~----,_---.----~--~ 

40~---+----+---_+~~~--~----~--~ 

.... 
cr 

35r----r----+--+~~L-~-7~----~--~ 

10~_.w.h~--~--_+----~--~----~--~ 

350 

TI ME IN HOURS 

FIGURE 15.-,Comparison between various types of pac kings 
used in the electromigration experiments. 

I, Glass beads, 140 mesh; 2, glass beads, 100 to 120 mesh; 3, glass beads, 80 to 
100 mesh ; 4/ glass beads, 40 to 80 mesh; 5. sili con carbide; 6, absorbent cot· 
ton; 7, glass wool. 

From a consideration of all the packing ma
terials studied it must be concluded that the 
material itself plays no direct part in the separa
tion process. The choice of packing resolves 
itself into obtaining uniform porosity combined 
with mechanical and chemical stability. 

(e) Length of Packing 

Packing lengths from a few millimeters to 10 
cm were investigated. In general, the longer 
packings gave the higher yields before breaking 
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down. A study of the. isotope distribution 
throughout the packing, however, revealed that 
high concentrations should be obtainable in very 
fine packings of 1 cm in length. The use of short 
packings necessitates a precise control at all 
times to prevent washing out of the material 
concentrated in the packing. 

(f) Diameter of Packing 

The diameter of the packings in horizontal cells 
was varied from 0.4 to 3.75 cm. The results 
showed the rate of concentration of 39K to pass 
through a broad maximum between 1.2 and 2.5 
cm. R esults of this type are to be expected. 
For the small-diameter cells the contact between 
the glass walls and the beads constitutes an appre
ciable fraction of the free space. As this contact 
is not as intimate as between the beads them
selves, a nonuniformity of porosity results. The 
loss of efficiency in large cells is doubtless due to 
the greater opportunity afforded for convective 
disturbances. 

The packing in vertical tubes was investigated 
from 1 to 7 cm in diameter. The difficulties 
involved were confined largely to obtaining suffi
cient uniformity of porosity across the packing 
and also in arranging the electrodes to provide a 
uniform potential distribution while at the same 
time preventing the accumulation of gas on the 
under surface. When adequate precautions were 
taken, the large-diameter cells operated at an 
efficiency comparable with the horizontal tubes. 

(g) The Anion 

The effect of the chemical nature of the anion 
(CI- or 80-4- on separation efficiency is shown 
in tables 7 and 8 and in figures 11 , 13, and 15 . 
These data were taken under similar conditions. 
Corresponding data have also been taken for 
other types of cells. Apparently no detectable 
difference in the efficiency of separation can be 
attributed to the chemical nature of the anion. 

(h) pH of Anode Compartment 

Experiments were run in which the pH of the 
anode was maintained as nearly as possible at 
1.5, 3.5, and 6. No difference in the efficiency 
was detected. In practice, it was found more 
convenient to use the flushed type of control, in 
which the anode compartment remained at the 
pH of the original solution. 
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(i) Reflux Rate 

The effect of the con entration of the HCI 
ad ded to the cathode compartment was checked 
with KCI as the electrolyte, two experiments 
were run in which the re t ituen t solutions were 
1:28.28 and 1:31.72, respectively. The resultant 
rates were indistinguishable. This is to be 
expected as the cells will automatically adj ust 
themselves to small differences in concentration . 

(il Concentration of Electrolyte 

Experimen ts were performed in which the 
KCI:HzO ratios wcrc 1: 25, 1 :60, and 1: 120. The 
differences in rate were no greater than usually 
observed between experiments run at the same 
concentration. For cells with equal cathode vol~ 

umes, the rate of increase of the abundance ratio, 
for a givcn currcn t, was greatest when the elec
t rolyte was the most dilute. 

(k) Type of Control 

The results ignify the necessity for the conect 
rate of addition of the restituen t solutions at all 
times. Any system of control that permits a 
wide swing from low to high pH during the con
trol cycle is obj ectionable. The pH swing is in 
general lower in the boundary and in the auto
matic~control experimen ts than is possible to 
obtain by manually regulated droppers. For this 
reason the q/i values for the la tter are low on the 
average. This statement must be made with 
some reservations, however, because the cathode 
volume was l.;:ept small in most of the manually 
operated experiments, hence the pH swing is com
paratively large. The results as a whole indicate 
a higher q/i value for the larger cathode volumes, 
although the rate of change in abundance ratio is 
in the reverse order. 

(I) Potential Gradient 

The potential gradient differed by a factor of 
about five for the various packings, being lowest 
in fiber packings, i. e., cotton, asbestos, and glass 
wool, and highest in the silicon-carbide and close
clearance cells shown in figure 10, B. The fact 
that q/i for cotton was as large as for silicon car
bid e docs not indicate the absence of a potential 
gradient effect, because convection should also be 
less in the cotton. The only conclusion to be 
drawn from the limited data available is that if a 
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gradient effect exisLs it doc not make more than 
a first-po'wer contribu tion. 

(m) Current Density 

The current density has been varied over a wide 
range without observing marked differences in the 
value of q/i. The interdependence of such factors 
as curren t, temperature, con vection, and the like, 
prevent the drawing of any definite conclusions. 

(n) Temperature 

The cooling baths were operated at 15°, 25°, and 
50 0 C. The temperature within the packings was 
measured in representn ti ve experiments by means 
of thermocouples incased in thin glass t ubes in
serted at various positions in the packing. The 
bath temperature had little or no infiuence upon 
the efficiencies observed. The temperature within 
the packing was just under the boiling point in 
experiment 149 and in the neighborhood of 50° C 
in experimen t 186. Figure 12 shm\ s no appreci
able difference in rate. 

6 . Summary 

The method of balanced electromigration has 
been shown to be very efficient for the concentra
tion of the 39K isotope. Its successful utilization 
rests upon the establishment of a local as well as 
an over-all balance between the electroly te stream 
How in one direction and the ion transport in the 
opposite direction, as ft r esult of which the net 
transport of K+ ions at all points i redu ced to zero. 
When this has been realized, 39K+ ions will make 
headway toward the cathode compartment, 
whereas the 41K+ ions are washed back. To attain 
such a balance it is necessary to conduct the 
electrolysis through a packing of uniform porosity 
or through a capillary tube to reduce mixing to a 
Illll1lmum. 

The separation efficiency has been found to be 
affected very little if any by the size and shape of 
the electrolytic cell , the composition of the packing 
material, the chemical nature of the anion, the 
electrolysis current, or the tempera tUl'e of the 
cooling bath. 

The most common causes of cell failure are 
channeling and nonuniformity of porosity in the 
packing. Other common causes of faulty opera
tion are improper rates for the addition of the 
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L' iBtitc19J. t solutions and gas-bubble formation 
in the packing. 

The mechanism described in this paper should 
prove an effective means for the continuous separa
tion of iso topes of most of the elements or of any 
two substances (i. e., Ra and Ba), whose ions have 
different transport velocities. 

The authors express their indebtedness to 
Marvin Schwartz, Murray Nash, Thaddeus Sterl
ing, Albert Lewis, and Ellen Dawson for their 
efforts in keeping the experiments under control; 
to H. W . Bond, Edward O. Wise, Dorothy Thomp
son, and R. J. Prosen, who prepared most of the 
solutions used in this research. 

IV. Concentration of 41K 

By John Keenan Taylor and Vernon H. Dibeler 

1. Method and Apparatus 

A slight Modification of the apparatus and 
method used in the separation of 39K can be 
utilized for the concentration of 41K. In this case 
a stationary boundary is set up at the anode side 
of the packing. In an arrangement of this type 
the more mobile 39K ions migrate toward the 
cathode, whereas the 41K ions accumulate in the 
anode compartment between the packing and the 
boundary. 

eM 

FIGURE 16.- Cell fOT the concentmtion of 41 K . 
A, anode overfl ow; B , anode compartmen t; C, boundary; D, bound· 

ary temperature regulator ; E, catbode compartment; F, reflu x 
adjuster; G, 1-1, I(, packin g supports; J , packing; M , screw· device 
to apply pressure to packing; W, glass·wool plugs. 

The cell is shown in figure 16. It is similar to 
tha t used in the concentration of 39K , except that 
the cathode and anode are interchanged. The 
electrolytes were lithium chloride above the 
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boundary and potassium chloride in the rest of the 
cell. 

The cell was filled in the following manner. 
Potassium chloride solution that had been boiled 
to free it of gas was introduced while still warm 
until it stood at level 0 in both ends of the cell . 
Suitable rubber stoppers were placed in the 
openings, and the cell was evacuated with a water 
pump until no more bubbles of gas wei'e evolved. 
The last traces of air were removed from the 
packing by pouring hot water over the cell . The 
vigorous boiling that took place at t he reduced 
pressure effectively swept out remaining traces of 
trapped gas. The cell was then placed in a 
thermostated water bath, and lithium chloride 
and potassium chloride were introduced dropwise 
into their respective funnels. The former was 
made to seep tlu'ough the glass-wool plug so that 
a fairly sharp density boundary resulted. This 
boundary became exceedingly sharp when the 
current was turned on. 

A number of experiments were carried out with 
a 2.08 N potassium chloride solution containing 
1 equivalent of salt to 25 moles of water (14.19% 
KOI). The lithium chloride solution used with 
the above solution was 1.22 N (5 .03% LiOl) . 
In later experiments a solution containing 1 
equivalent of the potassium salt to 60 moles of 
water was used (0.90 N) with a lithium chloride 
solution of 0.55 N (2.3 1 % LiOI). 

Sodium chloride was tried in place of lithium 
chloride, but the boundary was difficult to observe 
because the refractive indices of the two solutions 
were so nearly identical. 

The anode and the cathode compartments were 
continuously flushed with lithium chloride and 
potassium chloride solutions, respectively, of the 
above-mentioned concentrations to remove the 
products of electrolysis and maintain a constant 
composition of the solutions on both sides of the 
boundary. For a current of 0 .5 amp, an addition 
rate of 100 gjhr was found to be adequate. It was 
also found advisable to add hydrochloric acid to 
the cathode at a rate sufficient to keep the elec
trode compartmen t neutral or slightly acid. 

2 . Results 

(a) Single-Boundary Experiments 

Four experiments were performed for the 
concentration of 41K; the details are gIven m 
table 9. 
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TABLE g.- Specifications of cells used in concentration of411\. 

Experiment Xo . 

Concen
tration 
of elec· 
trolyte 

(equi va· 
lent of 

ICCI per 

Cathode 
volume Current LCJ~~ of 

M ini· 
mum 
rat io 

]()2 .....•••••••..••.• • • 

1;2 .....••••••.• • ...... 
177 .................... 
183 ....• . •...........•. 

mole of 
H 20 ) 

1:25 
J:25 
1:60 
1:25 

ml amp 
17 0.50 
17 .50 
8 .25 

13 . 40 

" K/" 1( 

hr 
193 J3.0 

1,061 10.9 
574 9.1 
338 12.1 

Samples for mass spectrometric analysis were 
taken at approximately 50-hour intervals in the 
following manncl'. A thin-walled capillary tube 
was carefully inserted below the boundary, and 
t he required amount of solution (about 0.2 ml) 
was withdrawn. The mass spectromatic technic 
and apparatus arc described in section VI. 

The treatmen t of the experimental data is simi
lar to tha t used in section III. From the observed 
values of the abundance ratio 39K /41l{ aJld the 
constants of the cells, values of q/i were calculated 
and are plotted in figure 17. The irregularities 
of the curves arc mainly due to mechanical diffi
culties, uch as power failures, clogging of glass
wool plugs, loosening of the packing, etc. These 
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FIGURE 17.- Perfo1'1nance of cells used to concentrate 41 1{. 

Concentration of 39K and 41 K 

produce disturbances Lhat may re ul t in the re
mixing of the isotopes. The maximum value for 
the lope is the one to be used in the calculation of 
E for the cparation proce s. The iniLial slope in 
experiment 183 givcs, for the ratio of the mobili
Lies, e= 1.0039, a value in substantial agreement 
with that found previously for 39l{ (sections II and 
III). 

(b) Double·Boundary Experiment 

It is possiblc to construct a cell with both an 
anode and cathode boundary so that the simul
taneous concen tration of 39l{ and 41K is accom
plished. Such a cell was set up, in which the anude 
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F'GURE 18.- P eljormance of cell used to concentrate 39l( 

and UK. 

boundary consisted of li thium chloride above· 
po tassium chlol'i(le, whereas the cathode boundary 
was composed of hydrochloric acid above poLas
sium chloride. The potassium chloride was thus. 
con fin ed in the middle of the cell. It is eviden t 
tha t the concentrations of the solutions must be 
accurately adjusted to the theoretical values if 
both boundaries are to remain stationary. This. 
was no t attained, and the experiment had to be 
discon tinued after 160 hours as the cathode bound-· 
ary rose slowly while the anode boundary was 
held in a fixed position. N everthcless, mass spec
trometric analysis of the samples taken during 
the life of the experiment showed that the pre-· 
dicted isotope concentration changes took place. 
These values are plotted in figure 18. The· 
method is thus practical and sho uld prove useful 
for further isotopic concen tration of small amoun ts 
of enriched potassium salts. 
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V. Distribution of 39K in Packing 

By John Keenan Taylor and A. Keith Brewer 

1. Method 

In section I it is pointed out that an ideal 
column packed with 100-mesh granuals could be 
expected to give up to 200 theoretical units per 
centimeter when operating at equilibrium under 
total reflux, and the various factors which affect 
the height of theoretical unit are discussed. A 
mathematical analysis of the problem is presented 
in RP1766 [10]. 

In practice, it is possible to determine the 
height of theoretical units of a reflux column from 
a knowledge of the distribution of the enriched 
material in the packing. A method for measuring 
this distribution is described in section II. A 
more precise sampling technic, however, had to 
be worked out for the short packing experiments 
reported in section III. Two sampling procedures 
were developed. The first involved the rapid 
freezing of the electrolyte in the packing with as 
little distUTbance as possible. The material in 
various portions of the packing was then removed 
and analysed. The second, devised by R. G. 
VanName, of Yale University, consisted in 
placing rubber tips at various positions along the 
barrel of the tube, which could be punctUTed by 
a hypodermic needle. 

In the first method the electrolyte of the cell 
was frozen by placing the vessel in a bath of dry 

ice and acetone. After the electrolyte had 
solidified, the glass envelop sUTrounding the pack
ing was broken away to expose the packing as a 
solid plug. This plug was then sawed into thin 
disks with a clean hacksaw blade. The thickness 
of each disk, as well as the distance from its 
center to the cathode end of the packing, was 
measUTed as accUTately as possible. 

It is necessary to minimize flow of electrolyte 
from the cathode to the anode compartments 
dUTing the freezing procedUTe. The method 
adopted was as follows : All clamps holding the 
apparatus in the bath were loosened while the 
electrolysis was still in progress. At the moment 
the CUTrent was shut off, a pipette was inserted 
in the cathode compartment, and the liquid level 
was adjusted as closely as possible to that in the 
anode compartment. The cell was immediately 
removed from the bath and placed in the freezing 
mLxtUTe. Some distUTbance of the electrolyte 
in the packing undoubtedly took place dUTing 
this process. 

2. Results 

Distribution studies were made on a number of 
the experiments described in section III. The 
pertinent data for the various cells are given in 
table 10. The free space for the packing material 
was computed by using 38 percent voids for the 
glass beads and 34 percent for the sand. Data 
for two cells designed by R. G. V anN arne, and 
operated under his direction at the Bureau are 
also included in table 10. 

T ABLE lO.-Characteristics of the electrolysis cells 

Packing 

Current 

Material 
Experiment No. 

D~te~- Lengtb 

Time 
Cath- v~~'i!e 
vo~~~e of pack-

lUg 

Remarks 

--------------------- --------------------_._------------
em em amp 

12L ______________ OJass beads ___ 100 (,0 140.. 2,5 0.60 
164 _______________ ___ __ do _________ 100 to 140 __ 2.5 .60 
170 _______________ _____ do _________ 100 to 140 __ 1.4 .50 
18L ______________ Sand __________ 60 to 100 ___ 1.4 8 .50 
184 _____ ___ ___ ____ _____ do ____ _____ 100 to 140.. 2,5 8 .50 
r (Van Name) ___ _ _____ do _________ 80 to 100 ___ 3.75 18 .90 
II (Van Name) ___ _____ do ___ ______ 100 to 140 __ 3.75 16 1.00 

The results obtained are summarized in table 11. 
The first column gives the distance, d, from the 
center of the packing slice to the cathode end of 
the packing; the second column gives the isotope 
abundance ratio, and the third column gives the 
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v 
30 
34 
93 
90 
80 

100 
lOS 

hr ml ml 
1320 I S 9.9 800 hours past eqnilibrium value. 

748 IS 9,9 200 hours past equilibrium value, 
713 10 3.9 300 hours past equilibrium value. 
332 5 4.2 100 hours past equilibrium value. 
874 20 14,1 150 hours past equilibrium value. 
101 15 67.7 VanName equilibrium value not attained. 
100,5 14 60.1 Do. 

number, n, of theoretical units per centimeter. 
This number was computed by plotting the en
richment against distance from the cathode end 
of the packing. A smooth CUTve was then drawn 
through the points, and the slope of the CUTve at 
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various points was measured by graphically drawn 
tangents. From these slopes the equivalent en
richment per centimeter, S, was estimated. The 
number of theoretical plates per cent imeter was 
computed by the equation Rc/Ra=S= en (eq 8, 
section I ), using e= 1.006 for the separation co
efficient. The values given in column four are 
the reciprocal of tho e in column three and 
represent values for the height of a theoretical 
unit for the various experiments. 

TABLE 11.- Efficiency of electrolysie cells 

I 
I n I H eight of d R =39l{f41 K (wlit eeJlsj t heoretical 

em) Ul1lt 

EXPEBUIENT 121 

------------------------ --
em em 
0 18. B 63 0. 016 

. 4 Ii. 2 20 . 050 
1. 3 15. 9 Jl . 091 
2.2 15. 4 8 . 125 
3. 1 14 .7 6 .167 
4. 0 15.3 3 . 333 
4.9 14.2 0 

Ex PEnBI ENT 164 

-------------_._------- - -

0 20.8 42 0. 024 
. 4 19. 4 29 .034 

1.2 17. 5 16 .063 
2.0 17. 1 11 . 091 
2.8 16.3 9 . III 

3.6 15. 0 9 . 111 
4. 4 1·J. 3 6 . 167 

EXPERIMENT liO 

-------------------------
0 IS.9 34 0.029 
.5 17.5 20 . 050 

1. 5 16. 0 11 .091 

EXPERIMENT ] 81 

------------------- -... -

0. 6 IS.8 11 0. 091 
l.i 18. 3 S . 125 
2.8 17. 2 6 .167 

EXPERIMENT 184 

0 21. 0 43 0.023 
.5 19. 6 12 . 083 

1.5 18.7 9 . 111 
2.5 18. 3 8 .125 
3.5 16. 9 7 .143 
4.5 16. 2 6 . 167 
5.5 15. 9 6 

I 

. 167 
6. 5 15. 0 5 . 200 
7.5 14. 5 4 .250 

Concentration of 39K and 41K 

T ABLE 11.- Efficiency oj electrolysis cells-Continued 

I 
I n 11ieighL of d R= " Kj'lK (unit ceJlsj theoret ical 

em) WliL 

EXP IW iMENT 1 ( VA NNA Ml<:) 

em 
0 16.7 14 0.071 
2.9 15. 16 2 .500 
7.0 14.66 1 1. 000 

10.7 14.56 1 1. 000 
14.8 14.67 0 

EXPEHIMENT II (VANNAME) 

0 16.63 9 U. II I 
2.5 15.28 4 .250 
6.3 14. 38 I 1. 000 

10.4 H.25 0 
14.5 14.2 

I 
0 

3. Discussion of Results 

The data presen ted in table 11 show that the 
abundance ratio drop very rapidly with distance 
from the cathode end of the packing. In contra t, 
the gradient i small tlll'ough the ' midportion of 
th e packing and is negligible at the anode end . 
The height of theoretical unit computed from the 
abundance gradient increases rapidly from the 
cathode end of the packing. It is in tere ting to 
note that this is very low near the cathode, show
ing that a high value of n can be realized, as is 
pointed out in section I. 

An exact interpretation of the data presented in 
table 11 should not be made at thi time as it is 
probable that all the packing tested loosened 
slightly during operation. The steep gradient 
at the cathode end of the packing, and the negli
gible gradient at the anode reservoir end, are to be 
expected in a reflux column in initial stages of 
operation. If this were the ca e, the gradient 
adjacent to the cathode would be indicative of the 
equilibrium gradient to be expected acro s the 
entire packing. Thus experiment 184, for instance, 
would reach equilibrium when the abundance 
ratio in the cathode compartment was 39K j41K = 
112. In reality, the cell failed to concentrate after 
reaching an abundance ratio of 2l. This suggests 
that either the height of theoretical unit was not 
uniform tlu'ough the packing or that the packing 
developed a defect when this ratio . wa reached. 
Without doubt, both conditions occurred. A 
the midportion of the packing has been shown to be 
materially hotter than the ends, the various con-
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trolling factors described in section I will tend to 
increase the height of theoretical unit in this 
region. This will account in part for the observed 
decrease in the number of theoretical plates per 
centimeter in the center of the packing, but it 
does not account for the absence of a gradient at 
the anode. The absence of an anode gradient, 
combined with the fact that the concentration in 
the cathode compartment increased linearly with 
time until a ratio of 21 was attained, when it 
suddenly ceased to increase, indicates that a 
packing defect developed at this stage in the 
operation. 

In view of what has just been s.aid, the results 
presented in tables 10 and 11 cannot be considered 
as defining the operation of an ideal packing. 
These data are important, however , in that they 
show conclusively that very small values for the 
height of theoretical unit are possible, and that 
the abundance concentration in the packing is in 
general analogous to that found in conventional 
reflux columns operating under total reflux. 

The writers are particularly indebted to R. G. 
VanN arne for his interest in and contributions to 
this investigation, and to V. H . Dibler for con
structing many of the cells used . 

VI. Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Isotope 
Abundance Ratios 

By Paul Bradt, O . Lee Parham, and A. Keith 
Brewer 

1. Mass Spectrometer 

The mass spectrometer used in measuring the 
isotope abundance ratios has been described pre
viously [12] . A number of minor changes were 
made for the present work, the most conspicuous 
being the substitution of power packs for B bat
teries as a source of high potential. This, however, 
resulted in no improvement in the operation of the 
instrument. 

The instrument, as modified, was of the 180-
degrees type with a focu sing radius of 3.6 cm. 
The side walls of the analyzing chamber were 
made of Swedish iron to serve as pole pieces. 
These were soldered into a brass block, as illus
trated in figui'e 19. 

The free space between the pole pieces was % in. 
This space opened on three sides into a %-in. 
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channel drilled in the brass block. The channel 
not only served as a well to prevent the reflection 
of ions, but facilitated evacuation. The faces of 
the pole pieces were chromium plated and burn
ished to minimize the formation of insulating' 
deposits that might become charged and distort 
the resolved ion beams. The analyzing chamber 
was mounted between the pole pieces of a large 
electromagnet. 

1 ' 1P:'!9.YQtlLII '~ I B Bat • . 
L-~~~ ________ --. 

8 Volt. 

1I1I1I 
Storage Cell. 

Ground Glass 
Joint 

Focusing Radius 
36/T1m 

Sw.dilh Iron 

QlJon Pal. 
[ -Jrr:~~:~:::~:::::' :" :::.\ '.: Pieces 

Evacuation Channe' 

FIGURE 19.- General out.lay of the ?nass spectl·o?nete1'. 

The resolved ion currents were measured with 
an FP54 Pliotron, using a balanced circuit hook
up with a 4 X 1011 ohm grid shunt. Ion masses 
could be brought in by varying either the acceler
ating potential or the current energizing the elec
tromagnet. The latter was used almost exclusive
ly as positive-ion emission currents do not exhibit 
perfect saturation, hence it is preferable to keep 
the ion-acceleration potential constant. 

2 . Positive-ion Source 

The ion source was of the thermionic type. The 
positive ions were emitted from a platinum disk 
impregnated with the sample. The disk, 2 mm 
in diameter , was spot-welded to a hairpin tung-
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stell filament, and \ms mounted from 6 to 8 mm 
above the entrance sli t to the analyzing chamber. 
Accelerating potentials from 500 to 600 volts 
were used . 

In order to obtain precision results it was es
sential to bring the thermionic beam to focus on 
the entrance slit . This was accomplished by 
means of an electrostatic focusing shield in th e 
form of a wash er with the disk symmetrically 
located in the eye . In general , a positive potential 
on the washer of about 60 v with respect to the 
disk was required to bring the beam to a sharp 
focus on the fliMnent slit. The slit was made 
movable to permit adjusting for maximum 're
solved ion currents. This position usually is 
identical to that for minimum background . 

The platinum disk was prepared for impreg
nation by glowing at white heat in vacuum until 
all residual potassium was removed. Impreg
nation was accomplished by pasting a small 
quantity of a potassium cO ll taining material on 
the disk with distilled water and heating to red
ness for about 30 minutes . During the heating 
process the platinum absorbed sufficient potassium 
to serve as a positive-ion source. For high resolu
tion, it is essential to r emove all adhering deposits 
from the platinum by scraping it with a sharp 
knife. Salt 01' ash deposits on the platinum result 
not only in a nonuniform work function over the 
surface but becom e charged in operation, a nd 
cons ~qu ently, introduce an appreciable back
ground between the isotope peaks. 

The positive-ion emission from impregnated 
sources always pa ses through a definite cycle 
with respeet to time. The ion current at first 
increases with tem.p erature until a fairly flat pla
teau is r eached . Thereafter , the emissivity de
creases, approaching zero when all the alkali is 
r emoved. Con secutive measurements of th e 
heights of the isotope peaks taken when the 
emission is increasing slowly or when it has reach ed 
the plateau give the same abundance ratio. Meas
urements taken when the emission is deCl'easing 
usually give a ratio that is too low. 

The mechanism resulting in a decrease in the 
abundance ratio when the source is neal' exhaus
t ion has been discussed in a previous article [13]. 
In addition, it was pointed out that the emission 
of positive ions from impregnated sources can be 

. expressed by an equa tion of the Ricllardsoll type 
having the form 

Concentration of 39K and 41 K 

where N + is the number of K + ions e caping per 
uni t surface at temperature T, 71 is the K atom 
density per unit volume at th e surfa ce, m is the 
atomic weight, and r/> is the work function. The 
escape of positive ions at a given tempera ture is 
seen to be the product of two variable terms, the 
first, 71, being a direct proportionality, and the 
second, r/>, being a negative exponential. As 
positive ions on the surface behave as a positive 
grid to depress their own emissivit}", i t follows 
that the work necessary to remove a n ion d2-
creases rapidly wi th a decrease in 11. Thus, the 
initial increase in emissivi ty can b e explained as 
a result of a decrease in r/> brought about by the 
concomitant decrease in n. \iVhell the surface in 
the final stages of exhaustion is largely delluded 
of potassium, r/> will undergo little furt llel' change, 
and the emissivity will drop as n approaches zero. 

3. Preparation of Samples 

Although any potassiL!m-eontaining material 
can be used to impregnate th e pl ati !lum disks, 
crystalline salts like potassium chloride and potas
siLlm sulfate are difficult to usc as the coatings are 
inclined to peel off during the initial heating. To 
overcome this difficulty, it has been fOlllld advan
tageous to convert uch salts to phosphates . 

As only 10- 8 g of po tassium is required for 
analysis, sample-taking becomes a problem of 
using a small quantity that can be handled con
veniently. The smallest possible amples werc 
preferred as the operation of the electromigration 
cells should be checked as nearly as possible under 
conditions of total r eflux. The technic adopted 
was to remove a drop of olution from the cathode 
compartmen t and to place it in a 2-ml platinum 
crucible that had been boiled in ni tric acid and 
washed in distilled water . A drop of dilu te phos
phori c acid and a little powdered quartz were 
added, and the mass wa evaporated to dr}"ness 
and heated to dull redness. The quar tz, which 
had been boiled for 2 days in ni tric acid, was 11 cd 
simply as a carrier for the potassium phosphate. 

In preparing the sample for the mass spectrome
ter, a Ii ttle quartz was scraped out 'of t he crucible 
and placed on the pla tinum disk. The disk was 
then heated to dull redness in a vacuum, after 
which all th e quartz and adhering phosphate were 
carefully removed. It was then spot-welded to 
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the mass-spectrometer filament and placed in the 
instrument for analysis. 

4. Potassium Isotope Abundance Ratio 

The abundance ratio for the isotopes of potas
sium has been shown to be constant in nature, 
except where base exchange or perhaps certain 
vital processes have taken place. This ratio is 
39K j41K = 14.20 ± 0.02 [14]. As commercial salts 
all have the normal ratio , it was not necessary in 
the present experiments to check during the opera
tions the solutions flowing tllTough the anode 
compartment when 39K was being concentrated 
or the cathode solution when 41K was being con
centrated. All isotope concentrations reported 
in the present paper represent a change in abound
ance from the normal ratio of 14.20. 

VII. An Automatic Reflux Control 
By Roy J. Britten and 1. Gilman Reid, Jr. 

1. Introduction 

In the electromigration method of isotope 
separation, conditions of reflux balance must be 
maintained over long periods of time. Manual 
control of operating conditions proved satisfactory 
when the cell was kept under continual observa
tion. A virtually self-regulating system was con
troned by the pH of the cathode solution . This 
provided greater convenience and reuabjuty, and, 
in addition, reduced the amplitude of cyclic 
departures from conditions of exac t reflux balance. 

In potassium cells, the pH of the cathode 
solution was found to be a sensitive and reliable 
criterion of reflux balance. The rate at which 
restituent acid was added to the cathode volume 
proved an effective means of controlling the reflux 
rate. Here the pH was indicated by the emf of a 
hydrogen electrode against a lead-sulfate or silver
chloride reference electrode. This emf operated 
through a d-e amplifier to actuate an electric 
valve in the acid supply line. 

The cathode compartment of a small K2S04 

separation cell v"ith associated control elements is 
shown in figure 20. The hydrogen electrode aDd 
the lead-sulfate electrode were located side by 
side in a relatively field-free region above the 
cathode. Nascent hydrogen evolved in the cath
ode reaction saturated the hydrogen electrode. 
The feed line for the restituent acid (H 2S0 4, 1 :30) 
entered the cathode solution and was curved to 
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point up at the hydrogen electrode. The valve 
in the acid line, was attached to a Mariotte supply 
bottle and was held open or closed under control 
of the electric relay in the amplifier output circuit. 
Polarity of connections was such that an increase 
in cathode pH above a chosen reference value 
caused the valve to open and feed more restituent 
acid. 

A 

+ 

B /9.JV 

pH £I..ECTROOES 

'----::-----+----------------- -

FIGURE 20.- Cathode compartment and contTol eqllipment. 

A, Restituent acid; E, amplifier; C, catbode. 

2 . Control Electrodes 

The reversible hydrogen electrode consisted of 
a I-em disk of platinized platinum gauze. This 
was located directly above the cathode of the cell 
so as to receive a plentiful supply of nascent 
hydrogen. 

The reference electrode of lead-l ead sulfate was 
a projecting length, about 0.3 cm2 in surface area, 
of a pure lead wire waxed into the end of a pro
tective glass sleeve. Previously, the wire had 
been anodized for about 15 minutes in a dilute 
sulfuric acid solution at a current density of 0.1 
amp/cm,2, and with several subsequent polarity 
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reversals. Electrodes of this type were used in 
sulfate solutions. 

In ehloride solutions , the reference electrode was 
of silver-silver chlol-ide with a built-in salt bridge. 
This electrode was housed in a 4-mm Pyrex tube 
with a porous frit sealed in one end. The tube 
was filled for several ' centimeters above the frit 
with an agar gel saturated with KCl. A silver 
wire with a drop of AgCl cast on its end was im
mer'sed in the gel. The open end of the tube was 
sealed with wax around the silver wire. 

I 

Reflu x Cell 

Hz 4-

R -/5 

bility of less than 0.1 pH. Neither the hydrogen 
electrode nor the lead-sulfate electrode showed any 
deterioration during extended operation. Al
though the silver-chloride electrode was expected 
to be subject to deterioration due to the leaching 
of KCl from the gel , no such difficulty was 
encountered. 

3 . Amplifier 

The amplifier is shown schematically in figure 
21. It consisted of an input stage with 6SF5 

r-----, 
I CnOSJi5 I 
I I L _____ J 

FIGURE 21.-Amplifier. 

R-l, 2,000 ohm power rheostat (external to amplifier); R - 2, 50,000 ohm potentiometer, R -3, 200,000 ohm resistor; R -4, 150,000 ohm resistor, R -5, 100,000 
oh m resistor; R - 6, 25,000 ohm resistor; R -7 1 megohm resistor; R - 8, 35,000 ohm resistor; R - 9, 2,000 ohm resis tor, 10 watt, wire wowld; R - lO, ]00,000 ohm 
resistor ; R - ll , 50,000 ohm resistor; R - 12, 20,000 ohm res istor ; R - 13, 10,000 ohm potentiometer wire wound; R- 14 t 500 obnl resistor, 100 waH, wiro wound, 
adjustable (adj usted to 440 ohms). R - 15, 75 ohm resistor, 25 watt, wire wound, adjustable. (Adj usted for 20 to 25 volt drO I) at operating current of cell); 
R - 16, 100,000 ohm resistor; all r esistors H watt carbon, except where otherw ise specified; C- l, 0.05 mr. Paper capacitor; R- l , ncon lamp, 1/25 watt ; T - l and 
T- 2, vacu um tubes 6SF5; T- 3 and T- 4, vacunm tubes 2.IL6. 

The hydrogen electrode against either reference 
electrode developed a change in emf of abo ut 60 
mv pel' unit of pH. The electrodes operated with
out polarization into the 10-megohm input circuit 
of the amplifier. Random drift was a few milli
volts and corresponded in all cases to an insta-

Concentration of 39K and 41 K 

triodes (Tl and T 2) and a power stage with 25L6 
beam tetrodes (Ta and T4)' In each stage, re
versed phase coupling of tIle two t ubes was de
veloped by the high resistance (Rg, Rg) in their 
common cathode circuit. The amplifi.cr responded 
to potential variations between the two input 
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grids but was only slightly affected by variations 
in their common potential relative to ground. 
The resistance offered by the input grids was about 
10 megohms . The grid-circuit filters (RIO , GI ) 

provided !t bypass of transient and alternating 
potentials picked up by the leads and electrode 
which could not easily be shiclded. 

The output load was the coil of a relay that 
actuated the acid valve. This was in the plate 
circuit of T3 • Between this point and the input 
grids the amplifier has a transconductance of 150 
ma/v. Amplitude response was linear over an 
input range of 250 mv. RI3 permitted application 
to the input emf of a positive or negative bias 
adjustable up to 250 mv. R2 provided adjust
ment of quiescent output current between 15 and 
35 ma approximately. Switch SW- 1 could be 
till'own to shOli the input for making this ad
justmant. 

The amplifier was operated from the power 
supply for the separation cell . This was a 180-v 
stack of heavy lead cells which were floated on the 
220-v d-c line at a charge rate of about 0.2 amp. 
This gave a source of about 193 v with good sta
bili ty. Alternatively it should be possible to 
operate the system directly on a 220-v line having 
good stability. In this case R- 14 should have a 
value of about 550 ohms. 

4 . Acid Supply System 

The acid supply system comprised a reservoir 
that fed through a ball-and-cone valve to an in
jector in the cathode volume. The valve was 
actuated by the armature motion of an ordinary 
electric relay from which the electric contact ele
ments had been removed. The assembly is shown 
in figure 20 . 

The reservoir was a 4-liter Mariotte bottle, 
which supported the glass-valve assembly. The 
valve stem was a 32-cm length of 3-mm rod ground 
round at its lower end and with a head at its upper 
end for support by the lifting arm. The conical 
valve seat was ground in a length of heavy-walled 
capillary tube which was sealed into the lower end 
of the valve housing. The length of capillary 
tubing was adjusted to limit the acid flow to the 
desired maximum. The injector was a length of 
5-mm tube curved and drawn into a nozzle at the 
discharge end. 

The valve assembly is shown in greater detail 
in figure 22. The relay coil had a resistance of 
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850 ohms for normal actuation at about 20 ma . 
The relay was supported by a brass clamping strap 
from the neck of the Mariotte bottle. The lifting 
arm was a light brass strip, 15 mm wide and creased 
lengthwise for stiffness. It was attached with 
screws to the relay arma,ture and projected 8 cm 
beyond the pivot axis. A notch in the open end 

FIGURE 22.- Acid bottle and valve. 

engaged the valve rod just below its head. Two 
4- 40 machine screws till'eaded through the arma
ture served as adjustable stops on closure. 

Mechanical adjustment of the relay was not 
critical. In a typical case, the stops for open and 
close position were set so that the relay closed to 
a 2-mm air gap at 30-ma current and opened to a 
3-mm air gap at 25-ma current. The valve rod 
was lifted about 3 mm when the relay was ener-
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gized. This adjustment maintained itself for an 
operation period of over 800 hours. The 5-ma 
difference in relay currents corresponded to 30 mv 
at the amplifier input. As the total instability of 
amplifier and pH electrodes was equivalent to 
less than ± 10 mv at the input, the quiescent 
relay current could be set at 25 rna with no risk of 
actuation from a random surge, 

Contacts consisting of short lengths of brass 
wire were attached to the valve lift arm and to the 
relay frame so as to close when the valve arm 
lifted. These were connected to a small neon 
lamp that ervee1 n,s an indicator of valve posi tion. 

5 . Cathode Compartment 

The character of the regulation was critically 
influenced by the shape of the cathode co:ri1part
ment and the placement of the cathode, of the pH 
electrode, and of the inj ector, as well as the rate 
of acid injection . The time required for the 
injected acid to mLX completely through the ca
thode solu tion wail determined by the compart
ment shape, the placement of the cathode, and 
the rate of hydrogen evolution through its mixing 
action. The dominant factor in establishing the 
period of the control cycle was the time interval 
between the opening of the valve and the contact 
of the injected volume of concentrated acid with 
the hydrogen electrode. This interval depended 
on the acid release rate and a placement of the 
injector relative to the hydrogen electrode. 

During the part of the operating cycle when 
acid was not being added, the pH of the cathode 
solution continually increased as hydrogen was 
evolved in the cathode reaction. The emJ from 
the pH electrode and the output current of the 
amplifier consequently increased. At the pre
determined current level , the valve opened and 
then remained open until the concentmted acid 
circulated into the contact with the hydrogen 
electrode. During the ensuing interval, in which 
the hydrogen electrode was recovering from the 
contact of concentrated acid, the valve remained 
closed and the injected pulse of concentrated acid 
was thoroughly mLxed through the solution. 
Upon recovery, the potential of the hydrogen elec
trode again represented the average pH of the 
cathode compartment, and the cycle was repeated. 

In a typical case, the period of the operating 
cycle was maintained with stabili ty at 10 seconds. 

Concentration of 39K and 41 K 

727972- 47- 3 

Acid injection was at about three times the re
quired average rate for approximatcly one-third 
of the cycle. The time required for thorough 
admixing of the injected acid wa about 5 seconds. 
The emf of the hydrogen electrode indicated a 
total pH swing offrom four to five ulliLs during the 
cycle. 

The tip of the acid injector was located about 
3 mm from the hydrogen electrode and was aimed 
directly at it from below. A closer placemcnt of 
the injector i-educed the pcriod of the cycle, but 
this offered no particular advantage and decrcased 
the stability of operation. 

6. Adjustment Procedure 

Initial adj ustmcnt of the self-regulating cell was 
made in the following manner: The current and 
the rate of addition of the rest ituent solu tion to 
the anode compar tment were adj usted to the 
proper valucs. Thc control amplifier, which had 
mcanwhile warmed up (with switch S TV- 1 thrown 
to short the input grids, was adjusted for a current 
outp ut sligh tly below that for valve closure. 
Then, with SW- 1 thrown to the operat ing posi
tion, a small quantity of it selected chemical 
indicator was added to the cathode solution and 
the potentiometer R- 13 adjusted to open the 
valve coincidently with the indicator color change. 
Where neccssary, acid was manually added to the 
cathode solu tion for bringing its pH into the 
chosen operating range. After thc control cycle 
of operation had been established, R - 13 was 
readj usted for more prccise agreement of relay 
actuation and indicator color change. Thc neon 
lamp, N- l , was a pilot for valve operation and 
permit ted easy observation of the cycle adj ust
m ent. 

7 . Results 

Several potassium sulfate and potassium chlo
ride cells wcre maintaincd in self-rcgulated opera
tion for periods of, in some cases, more than 800 
hours. R cprcsentative experiments are included 
in table 8. The automaLic contl'Ol was of princi
pal value in making the operation of cells more 
con veniellt and rcliable by eliminating their necd 
for continual attention. From available data the 
scparation cfficiency of a cell was in no case 
impaired upon its conversion to self-regulation. 
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